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[N MEMORY OF CHARLES CONLEY 
T-he fast systems associated to a system of lirst-order equations where a small 
parameter multiplies the derivatives (hereinafter, an SPMD system) are obtained 
by stretching time by a factor of one over the small parameter and then reducing 
the small parameter to zero. Curves of isolated invariant sets associated to the fast 
system serve as approximate solutions to the SPMD system over finite intervals in 
the following sense: A manifold of initial points representing non-zero homology Y 
in the Morse-Conley index of the invariant set at the left endpoint has a sub- 
manifold which is carried by the flow of the SPMD system to a manifold 
representing that non-zero homology class in the index of the Invariant set at the 
right endpint which is the continuation of c( along the curve of invariants sets. This 
is a ty-pe of linearization of the approximation problem since the continuation of 
homology classes along the curve of invariant sets is given by a linear transfor- 
mation which varies functorially with the curve of invariant sets. Examples arc 
given for systems in R’ and R’. The results are used elsewhere to prove existence 
theorems for two point boundary value problems to obtain solutions with boun- 
dary and interior transition layers. ‘c 1986 Academic Prza,, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we prove a topologkal continuation theorem, Theorem 3.1 
below, which applies to systems of the form 
EZl’ = F( 22, N, E), to.11 
where u E R”, differentiation is with respect to .Y E R, and 0 < E G 1. 
As a consequence of this continuation theorem and its corollaries, in 
[ 141 several existence theorems for two-point boundary value problems for 
systems in R” in the form of (0.1) are proved, and these are especially 
useful for exhibiting families of solutions parametrized by E which exhibit 
boundary layer or interior transition layer phenomena. These theorems 
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may be regarded as generalizations to systems in higher dimensions of 
results of Boglaev [2] for the planar case of (0.1) corresponding to a scalar 
second-order equation where curves of saddle points for the fast systems 
(defined below) are used to construct upper and lower solutions to which 
results of Nagumo [17] are applied to find solutions of boundary value 
problems with boundary and interior layers. The generalization admits a 
wide class of endpoint conditions as does Boglaev’s result although the lat- 
ter is stated only for Dirichlet endpoint conditions. For application of these 
general existence theorems to several instances of a system arising in pop- 
ulation genetics, viz., the equilibrium Fisher equation for the heterozygote 
inferior case in a non-homogeneous habitat with Neumann boundary con- 
ditions at the endpoints, the reader is referred to [13, 141. 
The main thrust of the continuation theorem can be roughly described as 
follows: If the independent variable x in (0.1) is stretched by a factor of l/s, 
there results a family of autonomous systems on extended phase space 
R mf ‘, called the stretched systems below, whose reduction obtained by 
setting E equal to zero defines a one parameter family of systems on R” 
with x as parameter, called the fast systems. Then recall that a subset S(x) 
of R” is an isolated invariant set of the fast system at x if, and only if, S(x) 
is invariant under the flow on R” generated by the fast system at x and 
S(X) is the largest invariant set within some compact neighborhood of 
itself. Any such neighborhood is called an isolating neighborhood of S(x). If 
S(x) is an isolated invariant set for the fast system at x for .X in some inter- 
val, a < x Q b, and if the correspondence x -+ S(x) is continuous on this 
interval in a sense to be defined below, then the continuation theorem 
describes how the curve of sets x--r S(x) can be regarded as an 
approximate solution curve of system (0.1) for 0 < E $1. 
Somewhat more precisely, the continuation theorem states that for each 
admissible manifold of initial points at a, for each small enough E, there is a 
submanifold of these initial points whose evolution under the flow 
generated by the stretched system for that E is correctly predicted up to the 
relation of singular homology by the continuation of the unstable manifold 
of S(a) to that of S(b) through the unstable manifolds of the S(x)‘s as x is 
varied from a to 6. Here, a manifold of initial points at a is admissible if it 
determines the same singular homology class in the Morse-Conley index of 
S(a) as does any local unstable manifold of S(a). (The Morse-Conley 
index is described in detail in Section 2, but briefly, it is a collection of 
topological spaces with base point defined in terms of the flow together 
with a homotopy equivalence between each ordered pair of two such 
spaces where the equivalence is also defined in terms of the flow.) 
To define continuity of a curve of isolated invariant sets, we note first 
that if N is an isolating neighborhood for the fast system at some X-, then N 
remains an isolating neighborhood for those fast systems at an x close 
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enough to X: essentially because if an orbit of the flow generated by the fast 
system at X intersects the frontier of N, say at p, then that orbit cannot lie 
entirely within N else the largest invariant set within N would not lie in the 
interior of N; hence by continuity in initial condition and parameter, also 
the orbit through p for the flow generated by the fast system at an x near .V 
cannot lie within N. This observation leads to the following notion of a 
continuous path of isolated invariant sets for the fast systems: Let J be an 
interval in R, and for each x E J, let S(x) be an isolated invariant set of the 
fast system at X; then the correspondence x --f S(x) is continuous at 2 E J, 
if, and only if, whenever N is an isolating neighborhood of S(.U), then N is 
an isolating neighborhood of S(x) for x E J close enough to -U, and the 
correspondence is a continuous curoe of isolated invariant sets if it is con- 
tinuous at each point of J. (In Section 2 a topological space of isolated 
invariant sets is associated to the fast systems, and it is immediate from the 
definitions given there that a continuous curve of isolated invariant sets as 
just defined corresponds to a continuous curve in the usual topological 
sense. j 
Given an appropriately inter-related pair of continuous curves of isolated 
invariant sets, I -+ (A*(X), 4(x)), Corollary 3.2 states that for any manifold 
of initial points at a admissible in the sense just described with respect to 
4*(a), for each small enough E, there exists a submanifold of these initial 
points such that the orbits of the stretched flow originating on the sub- 
manifold shift from following the unstable manifolds of the A*(x)B to 
following the unstable manifolds of the .4(x)‘s whenever (and wherever j the 
relative position of the unstable manifold of .4*(s) with respect to the 
stable manifold of .4(x) undergoes a flip-flop as x is varied from a to b. 
Roughly the pair of curves will be appropriately inter-related if for each 
x, A*(X) and A(x) are disjoint and possibly at some x in the interior of the 
interval there are heteroclinic orbits from the repeller A*(x) to the attrac- 
tor A(x). Precisely, (4*(x), A(x)) should be a repeller-attractor pair within 
some ambient isolated invariant set S(x) with x -+ S(x) continuous; the 
definition of repeller-attractor pair is given in Section 2.4. Also, for the pur- 
poses of this paper, a flip-flop of unstable and stable manifolds will be 
defined in terms of the non-commutativity of a rectangle of maps between 
Morse-Conley indices at the homology level. Precise definitions are given 
in Section 2.5, but briefly and roughly, one pair of parallel sides in the non- 
commuting rectangle of maps is determined by continuing homology along 
the curves x -+ 4*(x) and x -+ S(x) and each map in the other pair of 
parallel’ sides is a map on homology from the index of A*(,?) to the index 
of S(J), 2 = a, b, defined by the inclusion of a local unstable manifoId of 
A*(1) determined by a specially adapted isolating neighborhood of A*(n) 
into the local unstable manifold of A*(1) determined by a speciahy adapted 
isolating neighborhood of s(1) containing the isolating neighborhood of 
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A*(l). The map from the index of A*(L) to the index of S(n), i = a, b, just 
described, is an example of a splitting map, so called because it splits the 
exact sequence of homology groups of the indices of a repeller-attractor 
pair called the connection sequence. 
As the reader might infer from the description of the continuation 
theorem and its corollaries just given, the restriction of the set of initial 
points at a to be a manifold is unnecessary as is the requirement that the 
set of points asymptotic to S(a) in backward time be a manifold. Rather, 
both the set of initial points and the unstable (or backward asymptoticj set 
of S(a) need only support singular chains of the same dimension, and both 
of these chains must define the same homology class in the index. 
For these reasons and because it allows relaxation of various smoothness 
requirements, the continuation theorem is stated directly in terms of 
singular chains and homology classes in the index; however, a version of 
the continuation theorem which conforms closely to the description above 
is stated in the next section. 
In the next section, Section 1, the unstretched, stretched, and fast systems 
associated to (0.1) are formally defined and a version of Theorem 3.1 for 
smooth systems is stated. Also, some examples of planar systems are con- 
sidered. 
Section 2 is a comprehensive summary of results and definitions in the 
theory of isolated invariant sets needed for the statement and proof of the 
continuation theorem and its corollary. 
Section 3 contains the statements of the continuation theorem and 
corollaries. Also, following the statement of Corollary 3.4 is a brief outline 
of how the results of this paper can be extended to autonomous fast-slow 
systems on R”+” of the form 
EZ4’ = F( z4, u, 8) 
u’ = G(u, u, E). 
Section 4 contains the proofs of the continuation theorem and its 
corollaries. 
Section 5 discusses two examples of polynomial systems on R3 having 
the form of (0.1) for which all the relevant invariant manifolds can be 
explicitly computed; this should help clarify the nature of the abstract 
results. For the first example, there is a continuous curve of isolated 
invariant sets for the fast systems which begins at the left endpoint with a 
hyperbolic periodic orbit with orientable two-dimensional stable and 
unstable manifolds, but at the right endpoint consists of two hyperbolic 
critical points, one with two-dimensional stable manifold and one-dimen- 
sional unstable manifold and the other with the dimensions of stable and 
unstable manifolds reversed. In the second example there is a curve of 
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repeller-attractor pairs where the repeller curve is a curve of hyperbolic 
critical points for the fast systems with two-dimensional stable and one- 
dimensional unstable manifold and where the attractor curve is a curve of 
hyperbolic periodic orbits with orientable two-dimensional stable and 
unstable manifolds. 
1. THE UNSTRETCHED, STRETCHED, AND FAST SYSTEMS AND 
A VERSION OF THEOREM 3.1 FOR SMOOTH SYSTEMS 
1.1. DEFINITION. By appending the equation of the independent 
variable to system (0.1 j, we obtain the autonomous system in extended 
phase space R’” f I, 
Ed = lq u, x, E) 
x’ = 1, 
(1.1) 
which we call the unstretched system associated to system (0.1). 
By stretching the independent variable, i.e., defining t := (x-a)/& for 
some initial point aE R, we obtain the stretched system associated to 
system (0.1) by determining the system satisfied by solutions of (1.1) when 
differentiated with respect to T via a straightforward application of the 
chain rule, viz., 
li = F(lC, x, Ej 
i = E, 
(1.2) 
where the dot over each dependent variable denotes differentiation with 
respect to t. 
System (1.2) has the advantage over system (1.1) of remaining a system 
of differential equations when E is set equal to zero in (1.2), and the system 
so obtained, 
ti = F(u, x, 0) 
f = 0, 
is called the fast system associated to (0.1) (or (1.2)) and is regarded as 
having phase space R” + I. However, obviously the equations (1.3) can be 
regarded as defining a one-parameter family of systems on R” with x as 
parameter which will be cahed the fast systems associated to (O.l), or if a 
particular value of x is under consideration, then system (1.3) is regarded 
as the fast system at x with phase space R” N R” x 1x1. 
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For the remainder of this section we assume for simplicity that Fin (1.1) 
is a Cl map, F: R”xRxR++R”. Then from the standard theory of dif- 
ferential equations [9, 151, each of the systems just defined generates a 
flow. In general we denote flows as right actions of R on phase space; i.e., if 
p is a point of phase space and t E R, then p. t is the point in phase space 
obtained by following p for time t under the action of the flow generated by 
the system of equations. In this section we will use this notation for both 
the unstretched systems and any fast system at x since the flow under con- 
sideration will be clear from context as p E R” + ’ or p E R”. For simplicity 
we are assuming here that p. t is defined for all t E R. This will be justified 
later on. We proceed to define a special class of isolating neighborhoods 
called isolating blocks. 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let M be a smooth manifold without boundary and 
for (p, t) E M x R let (p, t) + p. t denote some C’ flow on M. 
(A) A codimension one submanifold C of A4 is a local section of the 
flow if, and only if, 
(i) for some c > 0, the flow restricted to C x ] -c, c[ embeds 
Z x ] -c, c[ as an open subset of M; 
(ii) for each p E Z, the velocity vector a(p. t)/atl f=O is not tangent 
to c. 
(B) Let B c M be a compact, codimension zero submanifold with 
piecewise smooth boundary (i.e., a manifold with corners); define three 
subsets of aB, viz., B-, B+, and z(B), by 
Then B is a smooth isolating block with cortrers for the flow if, and only if, 
dB= BP u B+ UT(B), each of B’ and z(B) is a submanifold of aB, and 
there exist local sections Z;, ~ ,..., zlkP, Z‘, + ,..., Z‘,, which intersect transver- 
sally pairwise and which satisfy BP = aBn uFZ I Zip and B+ = aBn 
uf= I Zi+ _ The sets B-, B+, and T(B) are called respectively the exit set, the 
entrance set, and the tangency set of B. 
Remark. The existence of isolating blocks within any isolating 
neighborhood is shown in various contexts in [3, 5,251. 
(C) Let S be an isolated invariant set of the flow and B any isolating 
block for S. Then the homotopy index of S is the homotopy type of the 
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quotient space B/B- with base point [B-l. As is discussed in Section 2.6, 
the reduced singular homology groups of the quotient spaces found from 
any two isolating blocks for S are canonically isomorphic; whence it makes 
sense to define the homology of the Morse-Conley index of S, denoted 
g,(S(S)). Because B- is collared in B, note that 
H,(B, B--j1:fi.JB/B-)4:&(S(Sj). 
Remark. Let x -+ S(x) be a continuous curve of isolated invariant sets 
for the fast systems associated to (0.1) on ad x6 b, let p: [0, I] + [a, b] 
be a continuous, orientation preserving homeomorphism onto [a. b]? and 
define ,8(t) := (p( tj, S(p( t))) for 0 < t < 1. Then /? is an example of a path of 
isolated invariant sets into an appropriately defined space of isolated 
invariant sets associated to the fast system (the association of space to 
system is described at the beginning of Section 3 using definitions from Sec- 
tion 2). As described in Section 2.3, associated to such a path is an 
isomorphism on homology, X(b),: Z?,(S(S(aj)) + B,(.Y(S(b))), which is 
independent of the parameterization p chosen. In fact, S(p), depends only 
on the homotopy class of ,6. This isomorphism appears in the following 
theorem, whose proof is in Section 4.12. 
1.3. THEOREM. Assume 
(1) P is a relatively compact open subset of R"'+ I; 
(2) I -+ S(x) is a continuous curve of non-empty isolated invariant sets, 
a < x < 6, for rhe fast y’stenzs (1.3) satisjjing S(x) x (x )- c 6, 
(3) B(J) is an isolatirzg block for S(L) x (2) cc”, .for L=u, b and 
CB(b)- is a collar of B(b)- in B(b). 
Then there exists E> 0 so that if 0 < E 6 E and if c is a Ci submanifold qf 
B(a) with & a submanifold of the exit set B(a)- so that c represents norz- 
zero homology a in H,(B(aj, B(a)-)=A,(Y(S(a))), then there exists a 
submanifold i: of c (depending on E) so that for the jlow generated by the 
unstretched equation 
ix{a).[O,b-a]cF”, 
and where C is defined blj 
Cx {b) :=Ex {a).(b-a), 
F is a subman@ld of B(b) which has a? a submantfold of the collar CB(b)- 
and which has non-zero homology class Y(/?),a in H,(B(bj, CB(b) ~ j 1 
A,(X(S(b)), where B is a path qf isolated invariant sets associated to 
x -+ S(x) as described in the preceding remark. 
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Remark. If S(x) has hyperbolic structure for x near 6, then the con- 
clusion can be strengthened to having F lie within a CL-neighborhood of 
the local unstable manifold of S(b) within B(b). We will not prove this 
here, but such a result would be useful for obtaining local uniqueness 
results in the context of the boundary value problems treated in [ 141. Also, 
the hyperbolicity would allow us to dispense with the collar CR(b)- and 
have &? a submanifold of B(b)- since then P x {u} . b is transverse to 
B(b) - x {b) because the local unstable manifold within B(b) is transverse 
to B(b)-. 
1.4. EXAMPLE. Define f(u, X) := x - 33’2 U(U’ - 1) and consider the 
system 
EW’ = -f(u, x) 
over the interval [ -3, 31. 
(1.4) 
(b) 
Cd) 
(a) 
(f) 
(9) 
FIG. 1. The seven possible phase portraits for the fast system ii +f(u, x) =O with 
f(u, x) =x-~~~%(u~- 1) as s varies from below -2 to above 2. At each x the maximal 
isolated invariant set of the fast system at x, S(xj, is the union of the shaded region and any 
disjoint critical point (14, (x), 0). 
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AS x varies from -3 to 3, the phase portrait of the fast system at x 
associated to (1.4) varies through seven distinct types. A representative of 
each type is drawn in Fig. 1, where xr = -2, .?=O, and xR = 2. These 
phase portraits are obtained by drawing level curves of functions U, 
defined by 
H,(u, w, x) := + w2 + ,u .f(s, x) ds, s 
where the values ii are chosen for convenience. For fixed x and U, each H, 
is a Hamiltonian function for the fast system at x as is easily checked. 
Because the zero set off is S-shaped, it defines three functions u_, u,, U+ 
with domains, respectively, ]-CD, 21, [ -2, 21, [ -2, #x [ and ranges, 
respectively, ]- axj, -(f)li2], [ -(+)I”, (+)“‘I, [($)I”, CQ[. Letting u(x) 
stand for UC(X), u,(x), u+(x) in turn, we correspondingly define three 
functions k ~, k,, k, via the formula 
k(x) := H,(u(x), 0, x). 
Then for each x E R, S(x j c R’ is defined by 
S(x) := {(UL(X), O,} for x<xL 
:= {(u-(x), 0)} u {(zi, w): H,( u,~~~,x)~k+(x)andt!_(.vj~u~u+jxj~ 
for x,6x<.? 
:= ((U+(X), 0,) for xR < x. 
Geometrically, for 1x1 > 2, S(x) is a single saddle point; for x = f2, S(x) 
is the union of a saddle point and a degenerate rest point; for 0 < Ix/ < 2, 
S(s) is the union of a saddle pint and a two-cell, the latter bounded by an 
orbit homoclinic to (u+(x), 0) or (u-(s), 0) as X-CO or x>O; and S(0) is a 
two-cell bounded by two saddle connections, one running from (- l,Oj to 
(LO) in forward time and the other in reverse time. See Fig. 1. 
As just delined, x + S(x) is a continuous curve of isolated invariant sets 
for the fast systems. We leave the proof of this to the reader, but note that 
it follows from the facts that S(x) varies upper semi-continuously with x 
and that for each x, S(x) is the largest compact invariant set of the fast 
system at x. 
TO compute the homotopy index of S(x) we need to compute it only at a 
Single value of x since it is invariant along a continuous curve of isolated 
invariant sets. In particular, for 6 > 0, define 
B,(6)= {(u, u’): lu-u,(f3)/ + Iw:l 66). 
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Then B+(b) is an isolating block for S( + 3). Its boundary is a square and 
the two line segments in the boundary with negative slope form the exit set 
and the two with positive slope form the entrance set. The tangency set 
consists of the four vertices. All of this is easily checked by representing 
each boundary segment as the zero set of an affine function and computing 
the directional derivative of these functions in the direction of the fast vec- 
torlield. The homotopy type of B+(6)/Bk(6)- is then easily seen to be that 
of the unit circle SL with base point. Thus H,(B-(d), B-(6)-)-Z, and 
any arc c in B- (6) extending from one component of B ~ (6)- to the other 
a b 
d 
FIG. 2. Examples of isolating blocks for S( +3) and the chains c, P, C; exit sets are the 
heavily drawn pieces of the boundary. The blocks in (a) and (c) are for S( -3) and in (b) and 
(d j for S( + 3 j. In (a) the horizontal arc within w = 0 between the components of the exit set is 
the chain c, whereas in (c) the chain c is a segment within u = c-. In both (a) and (c), the 
thickened subarc of c is d, which evolves to F, an arc connecting the components of the exit set 
of a block for S( +3), for example, the block in (b) or (d). Note that in (b), E necessarily inter- 
sects w = 0, and in (d), C necessarily intersects u = 5 + . Thus taking the blocks in (a) and (b) 
yields a solution to a two-point boundary value problem satisfying Neumann endpoint con- 
ditions whereas taking the blocks (c) and (d) yields a solution satisfying Dirichlet endpoint 
conditions. 
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represents a generator of this homology group. Then by Theorem 1.3, for 
small enough E, contained in any such c there is a subarc P which evolves 
according to system (1.4) to an arc C in B, (6) extending from one com- 
ponent of B+(6)- to the other. There are other possibilities for the blocks 
at the endpoints; examples are drawn in Fig. 2 with examples of c, 2, and C 
also sketched. 
Note that in each of the examples drawn, the image arc E separates a 
block B for S(3) into two components; i.e., B\F has two components, and 
each contains a component of the entrance set. Hence any arc g in B 
extending between the two components of the entrance set must intersect C. 
Note that such an arc g will generate homology in H,(B, B+ ) 2r: Z, and if P 
and g are regarded as singular one-chains, then their intersection number is 
non-zero. The generalization of this observation forms the basis of the 
existence theorems proved in [14], where other examples of isolating 
blocks and arcs are given; also see [13]. 
Note too how the fact that E. [0, b - a] is contained in some preassigned 
neighborhood of the graph of x + S(x) leads to the specification of boun- 
dary layer behavior. Specifically, given blocks as in Fig. 2, G can be chosen 
so that its cross-sectional diameter is small away from the endpoints on the 
intervals [ - 3 + d, - 2 - d], [2 + d, 3 - d] for some small d. This forces 
orbits originating on P to approach the critical points (u* ( rfI 3), 0) within a 
thin layer in forward or backward time as appropriate. See [ 141 for further 
details and additional examples. 
For this example, we note that if I? in Theorem 1.3 is chosen small 
enough, and if for each ?c E [a, b] we choose an isolating block for S(x) 
contained in 0, then the homotopy type of the pair (BLOCK, EXIT SET) 
necessarily changes as s varies whenever that of S(x) changes. This hap- 
pens even though the quotient space formed from a block by collapsing the 
exit set to a point has constant homotopy type over the interval, the 
homotopy type being the index. Apparently, it is the change in homotopy 
type of the pair which forces a lengthy proof. In particular it precludes the 
existence of an isotopy of embeddings between two (BLOCK, EXIT SET) 
pairs, one for each invariant set at the endpoints of the interval [a, b], so 
that there is apparently no global way to define a chain map between 
(BLOCK, EXIT SET) pairs at the endpoints which induces 4(b), on 
homology. Rather, the definition is made piecemeal over the interval with 
the reconciliation at partition points made by the machinery of the Mor- 
se-Conley index. These matters are examined further in [ 141 in relation to 
Nagumo’s existence theorem for a two-point boundary value problem for a 
second-order equation possessing a strict lower and a strict upper solution. 
Theorem 1.3 does not capture the interior transition layer behavior of 
solutions originating on C although there is indeed such a layer at X = 0. To 
capture this behavior requires the use of Corollary 3.2 and a careful con- 
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struction of isolating blocks which is carried out in [14]. Corollary 3.2 is 
also needed to obtain transition solutions which starting at a point 
-2 < x0 < 0 and running to 0 < xi < 2 make a transition at x = 0 from 
lying near the unstable manifold of the curve of critical points ((u,(x), 0): 
-2 < x d 0} to lying near the unstable manifold of the curve of critical 
points ((z.-(x), 0): 0 <x < 2 >. This too is carried out in detail in [ 141. As 
mentioned earlier we will consider an application of Corollary 3.2 to a 
system on R3 in the last section. 
2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
The material in this section is a summary of the definitions and results 
from [4, l&12] needed to carry out the proof of the main theorem. 
2.1. Product Parameterizations and Local Flows [4, Sects. 11.4, IV.11 
Let D c R” be open, n a locally compact Hausdorff subset of some R”, 
and F: D x n + R” continuous. Consider the parameterized family of dif- 
ferential equations on R”, 
ti = F(u, d) 
d = 0. 
(2.1) 
Various standard assumptions on F (e.g., locally Lipshitz in U) guarantee 
that (2.1) has unique solutions to associated initial value problems with the 
maximal domain of existence of such a solution an open interval, and hen- 
ceforth we assume that F satisfies at least one such assumption. Continuity 
of F is then enough to guarantee that these solutions vary continuously in 
initial condition and parameter; for example, see the proof of [9, 
Theorem 111.2.11. In particular, the solution curves of (2.1) vary con- 
tinuously in an appropriate space of curves which we now define. 
The space of regular curves into D x A, denoted T(D x A) and 
abbreviated to r, consists of all continuous curves 7 into D x A whose 
domain, dmn 11, is an open interval in R and whose graph in R x D x A is 
closed; i.e., curves with domain bounded above or below must run off to 
infinity (the ideal point in a one-point compactification of D x ,4) in finite 
time, a property satisfied by solutions of (2.1) defined on a maximal 
domain of existence. r is given the compact-open topology: a typical sub- 
basic open set, r(K, U), is the set of regular curves in r each of which con- 
tains the compact set Kin its domain and maps K into U where- U is open 
in DxA. 
Define r, c r to be all those regular curves whose domain contains zero. 
Then r,, is open in r and is Hausdorff (in the inherited topology); whereas 
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r is not. For each (u, A) E D x (1, let $(u, 1) be the unique maximal solution 
of (2.1) which has value (u, 1) at time zero, $(u, n)(O) = (u, 3L)? and note 
that I&U, L) is constant in its second component; i.e., if pn: R” x LI -+ n is 
projection, then pno$(u, A)(t)=1 for each t~dmn @(u, A). Our 
assumptions on F in (2.1 j imply that ti is a continuous injective map, 
We call t,b the product parameterization associated to (2.1), and for reasons 
which shall become clear in a moment, defining Y to be the image of * in 
r,, Y= $(D x n), we call Y the localjlow in TO associated to (2.1), and we 
note that if we give Y the topology induced from r,, then II/ is a 
homeomorphism onto Y because if U is open in D x/t, then rc/( U)= 
f( (0 ), U) n ul; whence considered as a map onto its image. $ is an open 
map. Hence for fixed J. E LI defining Y, = $(D x (1) ), and $L(~l) = $(u. nj 
for u ED, we also have that $A: D + YL is a homeomorphism. Call Yj the 
local flow at d associated to (2.1). 
Now for a fixed 1~ A, $ can be regarded as defining a local one- 
parameter group on an open subset of D x R into D (often called the “local 
flow” of (2.1) but we reserve this phrase to denote the image of 4(/). That is, 
define 
Gj.= ((u, t):ue D and tgdmn $(u, 2)). 
Then G, is open in D x R, as follows for instance from [9: 
Theorem 111.2.11, and for (u, 2) E GA define a local action of R on D by 
l.4 4 t = $(a, l)(t). (2.2) 
As is well known, it follows from uniqueness of solution to initial value 
problems for (2.1) and the maximality of the solution curves being con- 
sidered that if (u, to, (u 4 t,, t2)EGl, then (u, t, + tZ)EGL and 
(u 4 t,) i tz = l.4 4 (t1+ t:), (2.3) 
and from (2.3), if (u, t) E GA, then 
dmn $(u ? t, 1) = dmn $(u, II j - E. (2.4) 
The equalities (2.3) and (2.4) provide the means to embed the local 
group action of R on D into a complete flow on r which will also be writ- 
ten as a right action of R on r. For (y, t) E l-x R, define y. t E r by the con- 
ditions 
(i) dmn(y . t) = dmn y - t 
(2.5) 
(ii) y.t(s)=y(t+s) for s E dmn(y . t); 
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then the map from TX R into r so defined is continuous and satisfies 
(Y. t,)*t2=Y. it1 +t2) (2.6) 
for y E r, t,, t, E R; i.e., the map is a flow, called the translation of domain 
jlow? on r. For fixed il E A, $ embeds the local group action on GA into the 
translation of domain flow as follows: from (2.2), (2.4), and (2.5) for fixed 
LEA, for (u, t)EGd 
$n(zl 4 t) = tiA(U). t, (2.7) 
and we express (2.7) in words by saying that $i is a locally equivariant map 
from Gn into IY Note that for u E D, the right-hand side of (2.7) is defined 
for each t ER, but the left-hand side is defined only for t ~dmn til(u). 
However, because 0 E dmn til(u), and because the right (resp. left) endpoint 
of dmn til(u) varies lower (resp. upper) semi-continuously in (u, A), it 
follows from (2.7) and the continuity of $ that Y and Y*, for each 1 E A, 
are local flows within the context of the following definition, and Y has 
product parameterization tj within the context of the definition following 
that one. 
Let T’ be a space which admits a continuous flow l-’ x R -+ r’ given by 
(~1, t) + y. t, and suppose P0 c r’ is an open Hausdorff subspace in the 
inherited topology, and suppose @ c r0 is locally compact in the inherited 
topology. 
(1) @ is a ZOCU~J~OW if, and only if, for each y E @, there exists a r- 
open neighborhood U of y and E > 0 so that U n @. ] -E, E[ c @. 
(2) A homeomorphism cp: D’ x A’ --+ 0 is a product parameterization 
if, and only if, for each II’ E ,4’, @A = cp( D’ x {A’ > ) is a local flow. 
2.2. Isolated Invariant Sets, Local Flows, and the Morse-Conley Index [4, 
Chap. III; 231 
Let r admit a continuous flow, suppose r, c r is open and Hausdorff in 
the inherited topology, and suppose @c r,, is locally compact and is a 
local flow. 
A subset of r is called invariant if it is the union of orbits under the 
action of the flow. Invariant sets are partially ordered by inclusion, and 
references to maximality of invariant sets refer to this ordering. 
A compact S c @ is an isolated invariant set if S the maximal invariant 
set in some compact @-neighborhood of itself; any such compact 
neighborhood N is called an isolating @-neighborhood for S. For N an 
isolating #-neighborhood of S define the backward and forward asymptotic 
sets to Sin N, A-(N) and A+(N), by A’(N)= {HEN: y.R’cN}. Note 
S=A+(N)nA-(N). 
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If SC @ is an isolated invariant set and N an isolating neighborhood for 
S, and if N, ) N, are compact subsets of N, then (N,, N2) is an i&ex pair 
for S relative to N if, and only if, 
(i) (isolating property) S c int,(N,\Nz); 
(ii) (relative positive invariance property) if y EN;, t ER+, and 
y.[O.t]cN, theny.[O,t]cN,, i=l,2; 
(iii) (exit property) if y E N, and 11’. R + Q? N, then for some t B 0, 
~‘.[O,r]cNandy.f~N~. 
An index pair (N,, N2) is called nested if N, 3 N,. Note that if 
(N, , Nz ) is an index pair, then (N, , N, n N7) is a nested index pair 
relative to the isolating neighborhood N, of S. Nested index pairs are 
always considered relative to the first member as isolating neighborhood 
unless stated otherwise. 
If (N, , Nz ) is an index pair relative to N and t E R +, define N; and N;I 
both compact subsets of N by 
Then for each choice of (s, t) E (R+)2, (&, N;‘) is also an index pair 
relative to N (note, if s = 0, Nf = N, NT” = N2). 
Given an index pair (N,, N,) we shall use the notation N,/N: with 
basepoint [NJ as a gloss for the quotient space N,/N, n N2 with base 
point [N, n N2], since in general N2 is not a subset of N,. The space 
NJN, is called the index space of the index pair (N, , Nz ), and in the case 
of smooth flows, the homotopy type of N,/N, is the same as that given by 
the index defined by Montgomery in [ 161. In particular, if B is an isolating 
block with exit set BP, then (B, B- ) is an example of a nested index pair 
and the index is given by B/B- as described in Definition 1.2. 
Conley points out in [4] that the collection of index spaces for a fixed 
isolated invariant set S has a structure associated to it, and the collection 
together with this structure is 4(S), the Morse-Conley index of S. In [23], 
the author defines 4;(S) in the language of category theory, which best 
suits the description of the machinery necessary to carry out the proofs of 
this paper, and shows that .9(S) is a connected simple system; i.e., 3(S) is 
a small category with the set of index spaces for S the collection of objects 
and with morphisms the homotopy classes of finite compositions of three 
types of maps between index spaces induced by the flow and inclusions 
such that each morphism is an equivalence and such that between any two 
objects there is a unique morphism. 
505,62;1-2 
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These three types of maps are defined as follows. Let (N,, N2) and 
(M, , M, ) be index pairs and t > 0. 
(1) (end map of a deformation) Define f’: N,/N, x [0, l] -+ N1/N2 
by f’([y], s) = [JJ * st] if y. [0, st] n N2 = 0, otherwise f’( [I)], s) = [NJ. 
The map f’ is a deformation of N1/N2, and its end map, f{: N,/N, -+ 
N,/N,, is defined byf;(. ) =f’( ., I). Note that the image off: actually lies 
in N;/N, c N,/N,, and regarding f i as a map into the smaller subspace we 
write f; : N,/N2 + N;/NZ. 
(2) (advance-t homeomorphism) Define g: NJN;‘+ Ni/NZ by 
g[y] = [y . t] if y E N,\N;’ and g[N,-‘1 = [NZ]. 
(3) (inclusion induced map) If (i) M,\M, c N, and (ii) M, n M, n 
N1\NZ = 0, then there is a map E MJM, + N,/N, defined by i[y]M,,Mz = 
CYI N,IN2 if y E M,\M2, i[MJ = [NJ. If (M,, M,) = (N,, N2), then (i) and 
(ii) hold and the induced map on the quotients is called a functoriul 
inclusion induced map because the composition of finitely many such is 
again a functorial inclusion induced map; whereas in general, the com- 
position of inclusion induced maps is not inclusion induced (see [lo, 
Fig. 21). 
The reader is referred to [lo] for the proof that the above three types of 
map are well-defined homotopy equivalences and is warned that the 
description of the morphisms of 9(S) given in [4] is not adequate for our 
purposes here. In particular the notion of a general inclusion induced map 
is not defined in [4]. 
Given a product parameterization cp: D x A + @, the space of isolated 
invariant sets associated to 40 is denoted Y(cp) and consists of all pairs 
(a, S) with S an isolated invariant set relative to the local flow @A for li E A. 
For each compact N c D, A(N), the set of 2 l /i for which q,(N) is an 
isolating @,-neighborhood, is open in /i [4, Chap. IV, Sect. 1.2.A], and the 
map eN: /1(N) -+ Y(p) given by o,(1) = (A, S(N, A)), where S(N, 1) is the 
isolated invariant set in q,(N), is a local section of the obvious projection 
T-C: Y(q) + A; i.e., rroa,(n) = I for 1 GA(N). 9’(cp) is given the finest 
topology which makes all the b,,, continuous, and in this topology 7~ is a 
local homeomorphism onto /1 with each g,,, a local inverse [4, Chap. IV, 
Theorem 1.31. 
2.3. Continuation of the Morse-Conlev Index along Paths, Maps between 
Connected Simple Systems 
As indicated in Theorem 1.3, to state and prove the main theorem of this 
paper, we must define natural correspondences between 4(S,) and 4(&‘,), 
where So and S, are respectively the initial and endpoints of some con- 
tinuous path /I in Y(q). Such a program is carried out in [4, Chap. IV, 
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Sect. 21 for the case in which the paths /? and 7c 0 p are arcs in Y(q) and A, 
respectively. Although the proof of the main theorem could be carried out 
within this framework, it is much more convenient to have available the 
definitions and results of [ll, 121. Readers familiar with [4] and the basic 
language of category theory will only have to refer to [ 11, 121 for details of 
the proofs, if they are interested, after the following discussion. 
As follows from the discussion above, the Morse-Conley index of an 
isolated invariant set is a subcategory of XY*, the category of pointed 
topological spaces and homotopy classes of maps between them, and in 
particular is a connected simple system; i.e., each morphism is an 
equivalence and there exists exactly one morphism between any two 
objects. The collection of connected simple systems which are subcategories 
of a category -X, can itself be viewed as the collection of objects of a 
category, %TY~(lfj), it being necessary only to define the collection of 
morphisms. We shall call any such morphism a map between connected sim- 
ple systems after [4, Chap. IV, Sect. 2B]. 
If d and 3? are objects of %?YP’(X), they are themselves categories, and 
a map F from the connected simple system d to the connected simple 
system B3 denoted F: d --+6?, is a covariant functor on the product 
category ,d x 2 to the morphism category of Z# as follows [12, 
Definition 2.11: 
(i) For (A, B) an object pair of d x 9, F(.4, B) is some morphism of 
2, F(A, B): A -+ B: 
(ii) For f: A + A’ and g: B + B’ morphisms of Jaz and 8, respec- 
tively, F(f, g) is the commutative diagram of morphisms in 3 
A &%B\ B 
Given two maps between connected simple systems of UUU(H), 
F: d + 9 and G: B + W, their composition G 0 F: d -+ $9 is defined on 
object pairs (A, C) by G 0 F(A, C) = G(B, C) 0 F(A, B) for an arbitray object 
B of 3 and is defined on a morphism pair f: A -+ A’ and h: C -+ C’ by 
juxtaposing in the obvious manner the two squares F(A g) and G(g, h) 
defined by (ii) above, where g: B --+ B’ is an arbitrary morphism of g. The 
composition is well-defined, i.e., independent of the arbitrary choices made, 
and is associative. 
For a given connected simple system d, the identity map, 1, : .& -+ d is 
given by taking the ‘arrow of (i) above to be the unique morphism of .Jd 
between objects, A + A’, and also by taking the horizontal arrows of (ii) to 
be the unique porphisms in LX? between the object pairs. 
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It follows from the diagram of (ii) above that to define F: d + ~8 it suf- 
fices to define F(A, B) for a single object pair, since necessarily F(A’, B’) = 
gF(A, B)f-‘. It also follows from this [ 12, Proposition 2.21 that F is an 
equivalence in %‘YY(z) if, and only if, F(A, B) is an equivalence in 2 for 
one (hence every) object pair (A, B) of d x 9?‘. 
Returning to the case at hand, the natural correspondence from Y(S,) to 
Y(S,) should thus be a map between connected simple systems as defined 
above and should depend on the path /I from So to Sr. Moreover, as also 
follows from the discussion above, to define this correspondence, given an 
index space N,( i)/N,(i) for Si, i= 0, 1, it suffices to define a map from 
N,(O)/N,(O) to N,(l)/N,( l), and the resulting map between connected sim- 
ple systems will be an equivalence if the map between index spaces is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
The method for defining the correspondence as given in [12] is essen- 
tially that of [4, Chap. IV, Sect. 2.31 with the necessary modification to 
handle arbitrary paths in 9((p) and not only arcs. Briefly, given a path p 
on the unit interval Z into Y(q), 7c 0 /I is a path into A. We then pull back 
the product parameterization cp: R” x A + @ to a product parameterization 
(rc 0 /?)*cp on R” x Z into Z” E TX Z, where the flow on r’ leaves the Z-coor- 
dinate fixed and acts on the Z-coordinate as did the flow on Z and where 
(rco p)*cp(x, t) = (cp(x, rro/?(t)), t), and then identify p with its graph gr(/3): 
I+ (rc~fi)* Y(cp)~Y((rr~fl)*q), where (no/?)*Y(qj is the usual pullback 
of the projection rc: 9((p) -+ A [ 12, Sects. 2.12-2.141. The point of course is 
that gr(/?) parameterizes an arc in Y((rco p)*cp). For arcs, by chopping up 
the unit interval into small enough sub-intervals, the images of these sub- 
intervals by gr(fl) are isolated invariant sets such that essentially there are 
index pairs for them which are Cartesian products of the sub-interval with 
an index pair for gr(B)(t), t any point in the sub-interval. Hence there is 
a natural identification between the connected simple systems at the ends 
of the sub-intervals, and one pieces these together to get an identification 
over the whole interval [cf. 4, Chap. IV, Theorems 2.2.C and 2.3; 13, 
Proposition 2.101. 
More explicitly, writing G = gr(/?), if [IO, l] has partition 
P:Q=x,<x,< .‘. <x,=1, 
and if (N,,i, Nz i> is an index pair for a[xip r, xi], then for each x E 
[Ixi-19 xi] there is a unique “slice” of this index pair which is an index pair 
for G(X). The inclusion induced map of the index space for c(x) formed 
from this %lice” into Nl,j/NZ,i, an index space for o[xi- r, xi], serves to 
define 
F(x, a[-xi-,, Xi]): ~(~(xj) ~ ~(a[Xi_,, xi]), 
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which is an equivalence of connected simple systems if the partition P is 
line enough. Partitions, or more generally covers, which are fine enough to 
guarantee that such inclusion induced maps are equivalences are said to 
have the equivalence map property. The equivalence from -Iz(S,) to 4(S1 ) is 
then given by the composition 
where F,., = F(.xp, G[.Y,- 1, x,]) for p = LJ - 1, 4, for q= I,..., n. In [4] this 
composition is labeled Fp whereas in [12] it is at first labeled F(cr, P), but 
after having shown independence of partition is labeled 9(/3) as above. 
In fact, we have shown [ 12, Corollary 2.201 that there is a contravariant 
functor f on the fundamental groupoid of Y(p), 17(9((p)), to 
%?9’Y(XY*) (see [21, Chap. 1, Sect. 71 for the definition of the fun- 
damental groupoid) which assigns to a point S;EY(~) its Morse-Conley 
index Y( S,) and which assigns to the homotopy class of a path b in Y(q) 
with initial point S, and endpoint S, a map between connected simple 
systems as just described, Y(p): Y(S,) -+ .Y(S,). 4 is contravariant, for if 
b1*p2 is the usual product of paths 4(/11*b,)=4(/3,)oS(/3,) [12, 
Proposition 2.161. Note that 4 is a functor implies that $ takes the 
homotopy class of the constant path at any point 7 into the identity map of 
the connected simple system 4(z) [12, Proposition 2.171. 
2.4. The Space of Repeller-Attractor Pairs and the Connection Sequence 
As mentioned in the summary of results, to obtain certain transition 
solutions, machinery auxiliary to that already defined is needed. In par- 
ticular, we need to consider not only the continuation of a single isolated 
invariant set but also continuations of related triples of isolated invariant 
sets, namely repeller-attractor pairs (A*, A) of an isolated invariant set S. 
For S an isolated invariant set, a compact invariant subset 4 of S is an 
attractor in S if orbits in S starting close enough to A stay near and tend 
toward A; i.e., A must be the w-limit set of some compact S-neighborhood 
of itself, called an atractor neighborhood of A. A compact invariant subset 
-4’ of S is a repeller in S if ‘4’ is an attractor for the time reversed flow; i.e., 
A’ must be the a-limit set of some compact S-neighborhood of itself, called 
a repeller neighborhood of A’. If A is an attractor in S, then the duaE repeller 
of A in S, denoted A*, is the largest compact invariant subset of S disjoint 
from A and will be the empty set if A equals S, or if A is empty will be S. 
The dual attractor of a repeller A’ is defined analogously, and note that for 
an attractor A, (A*)* = A. For an attractor A in S, we call (A*, A) a 
repeller-attractor pair in S and abbreviate this to R-A pair. Note that if S 
is the disjoint union of the elements of an R-A pair (A*, A), then the 
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ordered pair (A, A”), is also an R - A pair since A and A* serve as their 
own attractor and repeller neighborhoods, respectively. 
It is stated in [4, Chap. III, Sect. 7.21 and proved in [lo, 
Propositions 2.4, 2.71 that for any R-A pair (A*, A) of an isolated 
invariant set S with isolating neighborhood N there is a nested triple of 
compact subsets of N, N, 3 N, 2 N,, so that N,/N, is an index space for A, 
NJN, is an index space for S, and (after excision of an Nz-neighborhood 
of A) N1/N2 is an index space for A *. Also the nestedness of the Nj yields a 
sequence of inclusion induced maps 
Nz/N3 A N,INx ---% N,IN,, (2.8 j 
which has the property that it is coexact (see [22, Chap. 2; 21, Chap. 71 for 
a definition) and hence can be embedded in a long coexact Piippe sequence 
N,JN, -5 N,/N3 JL NJN, L S(N,/N,j - S(N,/N,) 
= S( N,/N,) s(cl S2( N2/N3) s2(il . . . , (2.9) 
where S( . ) is the reduced suspension functor. 
Moreover, the sequence (2.8) and hence also (2.9) is functorial relative to 
the Morse-Conley indices of A, S, and A* [ 11, Theorem 3.21 so that if 
M1 xM,xM3 is another index triple for the R--A pair (A*, A) of S, then 
there is an infinite homotopy commutative ladder 
NJN, - N,/N3 - N,/‘N, -5, S(NJN,) - *-* 
between the sequences of (2.9) for the two triples where la,, Iz,, and hX are 
the unique morphisms in Y(A), Y(S), and $(A*), respectively, between 
the indicated index spaces and where each succeeding vertical arrow is the 
suspension of the one three to the left. 
Because each of Y(A), Y(S), and 9(A*) is a connected simple system 
and because the diagram (2.10) is homotopy commutative, it follows [ll, 
Definition 3.51 that for each R-A pair (A*, A) of an isolated invariant set 
S there is a connected simple system $(S; A*, A) with sequences (2.9) as 
objects and with infinite homotopy commutative ladders (2.10) as 
morphisms. f(S, A*, A) is called the connection sequence of the R-A pair 
(A*, A) and depends only on the triple (S; A*, A) and the local (semi-) 
flow with respect to which S is isolated. 
As with the Morse-Conley indices, the usefulness of the connection 
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sequences in part arises from the fact that there is a space of R-A pairs 
associated to a product parameterization and that there are maps of con- 
nected simple systems between the connection sequences of the R-A pairs 
at the ends of the paths. 
Specifically, given a product parameterization q: Xx A -+ @, tlze space of 
R-A pairs associated to rp, L%!&(q), consists of all quadruples (/2, S, A*, A), 
where A E A, S is @-isolated, and (A *, A) is an R-A pair of S. W&(cp) can 
be identified with an open subset of the Whitney sum 
and it follows that the natural projection of B?&(q) to A, denoted x2, is a 
local homeomorphism of ~JzZ( q) onto n [ 12, Proposition 1.111. 
As with the Morse-Conley index, there is a contravariant functor f 
from n(B&‘(q)), the fundamental groupoid of Rd(~j, to ~‘YY(XB$)), 
the category of connected simple systems which are subcategories of the 
category of long coexact sequences of pointed spaces and infinite homotopy 
comutative ladders between them [ 12, Theorem 2.191, where for a path 
(class) P=BoOP,OP,: r~W~(cp)cY(~)OY(cp)OY(cp), roughly 
f(P)=4(Po)o~(B,)os(P,); more specifically ,$(fl) is the map between 
connected simple systems defined by an infinite homotopy commutative 
ladder analogous to (2.10), where the first three vertical arrows counting 
from the left will be defined from left to right by ,ld(/&), .Y(&), 3(b1), 
respectively; also see [4, Chap. IV, Theorem 3.1; 12, Proposition 2.211. 
2.5. The Splitting Class of the Connection Sequence 
Our main interest in the sequences (2.9) and the functor $ arises from 
the fact that they can be used to give an algebraic determination of whether 
or not S = A * u A; i.e., if S # A * u A, then there is a heteroclinic orbit from 
A* to A [4, Chap. II, Sect. 5.1.A]. It is stated in [4, Chap. III, Sect. 7.23 
and proved in [ll, Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.31 that if some (hence every, 
by diagram (2.10)) connection map c is not homotopic to a constant, then 
S # A* v A; however, in this paper it will always be the case in the exam- 
ples considered that the connection maps are always null homotopic, and 
we describe yet another invariant which leads to a bifurcation argument for 
the existence of a heteroclinic orbit. 
Whenever S= A* u A, there is a splitting class ,LL: N,/N, + NJN, of the 
sequence (2.8); i.e., pop is homotopic to the identity map on N,/N,; and 
the definition of this homotopy class is geometrically motivated [ 11, 
Sect. 41 and is used to capture algebraically what happens to the local 
unstable “manifold” of A* under the action of the flow. Formally if U is 
any N,-neighborhood of A then for all large enough t >O, ,U is the 
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homotopy class of the map P~,~ g iven by the following composition [ll, 
Proposition 4.21 
In particular, the inclusion induced map F is defined when, and only when, 
S = A* v A and i is large enough, depending upon U, to guarantee that 
(N,\U)‘n N*\Uc N,‘. 
This splitting class is natural relative to the functor 2 in the following 
sense. Given a path B in B?&(q), if at each point along the path the 
ambient isolated invariant set is the union of the repeller and the attractor, 
then for index triples N,(i)=, N,( i) 3 N3(i) of the R-A pairs p(i), i = 0, 1, 
there is a homotopy commutative diagram [ 12, Theorem 2.221 
(2.11) 
Hence, if for the path p it is known that at each end the ambient isolated 
invariant set is the union of the repeller and the attractor so that the 
diagram (2.11) is well-defined, and if it is also known that the diagram of 
(2.11) is not homotopy commutative, it follows that for some point on the 
path there is a heteroclinic orbit from the repeller to the attractor. 
We shall show that a diagram such as (2.11) is not commutative by 
examining what happens on homology; i.e., apply the reduced singular 
homology functor A, to a diagram such as (2.11) and exhibit a homology 
class ~N&WWWUj so that [~(Po),~(0),-~(l),~a(P,),l c+O. 
(To simplify the notation we rewrite this last condition as 
[9(B), ~],a #O.) Then [12, Theorem 3.31 concludes the existence of a 
heteroclinic orbit from ji(Q to fi,-,(o for some t, 0 -=c t< 1. The homology 
map [Y(p), ,u], is, as described in the Introduction, an algebraic measure 
of the change in position of the unstable manifold of fli(f j relative to the 
stable manifold of b2(t) as t varies over the unit interval. 
To be able to speak about homology classes in this context, it is con- 
venient to have the language of the next section. 
2.6. Representing Homology in the Morse-Conley Index, 9(S) 
We establish the following notational conventions for the standard 
machinery of singular homology theory which follow those of [21] except 
for the notation of the reduced homology modules, which follows [S]. In 
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what follows, X is a topological space and R a commutative ring with unit; 
for our purposes R = Z2 or R = Z. 
(1) S,(X; R) denotes the graded free R-module of singular chains in X 
with coefficients in R, and relative to the usual boundary operator d on 
singular chains, 2,(X; R) denotes the graded submodule of cycles and 
B,(X: R) the graded submodule of boundaries. In particular a singular q- 
chain in X is a formal sum C T~(T, where the summation is over the set of 
continuous maps G: A, --f X with A, the standard q-simplex and where all 
but finitely many of the coefficients ra E R are zero. If the coefficient rO in 
such a sum is not zero, then the term r,g, and by extension CT, is said to 
occur in the singular chain; otherwise Y,O and a’ do not occur in the chain. 
The support of a singular q-simplex 0: A, + X is its image and is denoted 
101, and the support of a singular chain c E S,(X: R) is the union of the 
supports of those simplexes which occur in the unique formal sum defining 
c and is denoted (cl. For the remainder of this section and when 
understood from context in later sections, the ring R in the notations above 
and in derivative notations below will be suppressed. 
(2) Let sd: S,(X) + S,(X) be the usual subdivision operator on singular 
chains, and let sd” be its nth iterate for n a non-negative integer (see [21] 
for a definition). We note that the action of sd and its iterates commutes 
with the action of chain maps induced by continuous maps; i.e., the sub- 
division operators and its iterates are natural transformations. For 
c E S,(X), a singular chain ? E S,(X) is defined to be a subchain of c if, and 
only if, for some non-negative integer ~1, each term r,~ which occurs in the 
formal sum defining E occurs in the formal sum defining sd”c. 
(3) If A c X, Z,(X, A), the cycles modulo A, is the graded submodule of 
S,(X) consisting of all those chains c with &E S,(A), and B,(X, 14), the 
boundaries modulo A, is the graded submodule of S,(X) consisting of all 
those chains c which differ by a boundary from a chain in A; i.e., c = &7 + a, 
where EE S,(X), and a E S,(.A). For our purposes we define the relative qth 
singular homology module of the pair (X, A) to be 
H&x, -4) = z,(x, 14)/B,(X, A j 
and note that this quotient is canonically isomorphic to the more usual 
definition of relative singular homology defined as the cycles modulo the 
boundaries of the quotient chain complex {S&X)/S,(A), a}, where iT is 
induced by a (see [ 18, pp. 52-531). When X is a pointed space with base 
point *, we write B,(X) for H,(X. (*>) and call this the reduced 
homology module of X. In particular, if (N, , N, ) is an index pair for an 
isolated invariant set S, then we write Z?,(N,/N,) for H,(N,/N?, [N2]). 
(4) Because for an isolated invariant set S its Morse-Conley index X(S) 
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is a connected simple system, we could define the homology of Y(S), 
8,(X(S)), as a connected simple system where the objects are the reduced 
homology modules H,(N,/N,) for (N, , N2 ) an index pair for S and where 
the unique equivalence between two such modules il,(N,/N,) and 
jf,(N;/N;) is the map induced on homology by the unique homotopy 
equivalence class f: N,/N, --+N;N; where (N,, N,) and (N;,N;) are 
index pairs for S. However, it is more useful for our purposes to define 
fi,(Y(S)) as a graded module of equivalence classes by defining an 
equivalence relation among the homology classes CI E B,(N,/N,) for N1/N2 
an index space in 3(S) by 
‘Y-cd if, and only if, f,cx = cd, 
where f: NJN, + WI/N; is the unique morphism in Y(S) between the 
indicated index spaces and where CI ER,(NJNJ and a’~llj;.JN;/N~). Call 
the collection of equivalence classes R,(Y(S)), which can be given an R- 
module structure in the obvious way and which is naturally isomorphic to 
8,(NI/N2) for any index space N,/N2 in Y(S). 
(5) Let cp: Xx A + @ c r be a product parameterization of a local flow, 
c E S,(X), t >, 0, and for some i E A, qn( 1 cl . [0, t] ) c QA. Then the singular 
chain 
is defined by the relation 
(2.13) 
where pA#: S,(X)-+S,(@,) and ;t: S,(Z)+S,(f) are the chain 
isomorphisms induced by the homeomorphisms qn : X + @A and ‘t: r + r, 
the latter being the time t map of the flow on I’. Note that if v, is the 
product parameterization of some differential equation as in Section 2.1 so 
that X is a subset of some Euclidean space and has a local group action of 
R defined on it by the differential equation, then (2.12) can be defined 
directly by the local group action, and then (2.13) holds as a consequence 
of (2.7), the equivariance of qn. 
(6) If rp: Xx A + @ is a product parameterization, N a compact subset 
of X, IEA(N) and N,, N,c N so that (cp,(N,), (pI(N2)) is an index pair 
relative to qA(N), then note qn induces a homeomorphism CpA: NI/N2 -+ 
cpA(N,)/cpA(N,), which induces isomorphisms 
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and 
Thus if q>.(N) isolates S, we say that a homology class c( E I?T*(Nr/N>) 
represents homology a E i?,(.Y(S,)), where a is the equivalence class 
in l?,(Y(s,j) represented by (@J,cc E g,(cp,(N, j/cp,(N,)); also if 
c E Z,(N,/N,, [Nz]) with homology class CI we say that c represents a. 
Note, if the index pair is nested and c E Z,(( N, , N2:j x (E. > ). then 
q + c E Z,(N1,‘N2, CN2 I), where 
is the indicated quotient map. Hence if q# c represents a we also say that c 
represents a. 
(7) Let (A*, A) be an R-A pair of an isolated invariant set S. For the 
connection map c: Y(A*) -+ SY(,l) (here U(A) denotes the reduced sus- 
pension of .$(A)) passing to homology and composing with the well- 
known isomorphism of degree - 1 from the homology of the suspension of 
a space to the homology of the space (apply the axiomatic Meyer-Vietoris 
sequence to the upper and lower cones of the reduced suspension; see [21, 
pp. 190, 2091) yields the algebraic connection homomorphism of degree 
- 1. 
which coincides with the usual algebraic homomorphism ir* of the triple 
(N1/N3, N,/N,, [N3]). This last fact is immediate from the definitions in 
the case of spectral reduced homology theory (see [22,7] and the proof of 
[ 11, Theorem 3.21); hence also follows for the construction of singufar 
homology as given in [22, 71. 
When S=A* u A, the connection map for an index triple of (S; A*, A) 
is inessential, and it follows that c* ~0; hence there are short exact 
sequences 
0 + fi,(Y(A)j ‘L, i?,(Y(S)) p-4 ii@( - 0. 
Moreover, these sequences are split as the splitting class p of f(S; A*, .Aj 
defines a map on homology 
P* : f&WA*)) -+ &M(W) 
satisfying p*p* = 1, since pop = 1.YC,4*). 
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3. THE CONTINUATION THEOREM AND ITS COROLLARIES 
We note that the fast system (1.3) has the form of system (2.1). However, 
if we append the equation i = 0 to system (1.2) the resulting system also 
has the form of (2.1). Specifically, defining z = (u, x) E R” x R = Rm+i and 
F(z, E) = (F(u, x, E), E), where F is the same as in (1.2), we can rewrite (1.2) 
as 
i = F(z, E) 
&! = 0. 
(3.1) 
We assume that F is defined on D x Jx R + for some domain D c R” and 
open interval JC R which contains [a, b], the interval on which a boun- 
dary value problem associated to (3.1) is to be solved. We assume that F is 
continuous and satisfies some assumption which guarantees that for each 
fixed E E R + for (u,, x,,) E D x J the initial value problem defined by (1.2) 
and initial condition (u 0, x,,) has a unique solution. Then as discussed in 
Section 2.1, associated to (3.1) is a product parameterization 
1,4: (DxJ)xR+ + Ycf,c~=f(DxJxR+), 
and setting E = 0 in (3.1), because ( 1.3) also has the form of (2. I), we may 
regard tiO as a product parameterization, 
i+b,:DxJ+‘y,, 
where now x E J is regarded as a parameter. Thus for each x E J, $OVx: 
D -+ ty,,, is a homeomorphism onto the local flow associated to the fast 
sysFerPat x and is defined by 9,,,(u) = tiO(u, X) = $(u, X, 0) for u ED. 
I?* + I : R” x R --f R be a projection on the last factor, and let (y, t) -+ 
y. t denote the translation of domain flow on lY It is clear from the local 
equivariance of $ that for E 2 0, if (u, x) E D x J and t E dmn($,(u, x)), then 
pm+ IO II/, l($E(U, x). t) =x + Et. 
For the statements of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 below, the product 
parameterization +G is the one just described. In particular, if x + S(X) is a 
continuous curve of isolated invariant sets associated to the fast systems for 
XE W open in J, then a(x) := (x, $&S(x))) is a continuous local section 
of the space of isolated invariant sets 9’(1//~) as defined in Section 2.3. If 
[a, b] c W and p: [0, l] + [a, 61 is an orientation preserving 
homeomorphism, then p(t) := a(p( t)) is a path into Y(t+b,,) associated to the 
curve x -+ S(x). This path is essentially the same as the path fi defined in 
the remark preceding the statement of Theorem 1.3 except that the 
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invariant set S(N) is identified with its image in the space of regular curves 
via sending each point to the maximal integral curve through the point. 
For technical reasons in connection with the proof of Theorem 3.1, in 
Section 2.2 we have defined an index pair in a context corresponding to rhe 
translation of domain flow on a space of curves. However, to bring the 
statement of the continuation theorem into a more intuitive and easily 
readable form, it is convenient to adhere to the following conventions: 
( 1) Whenever N,, N,, and N are compact subsets of D, for an x E J, call 
(N,, N, ) an index pair relative to N for the fast flonl at X, when, and only 
when, ($o,,(N, ), ti0,.JN2) is an index pair relative to the isolating 
neighborhood $,,,(N) of the local flow ul,,,. Of course, due to the 
equivariance of tiO,.+ as discussed in Section 2.1, N is an isolating 
neighborhood of some isolated invariant set S of the fast system at .Y as 
defined in the Introduction whenever $,,(N) isolates Il/O,X(S) in the local 
flow ul,,,. 
(2) If (N, ~ N7) is an index pair relative to N for the fast flow at x, call 
the pair perturbable if, and only if, there exists (K,, K2), an index pair 
relative to N for the fast flow at x, so that 
(i) Kicint.(N,) for i= 1, 2; 
(ii) cl,(N,‘\,K,) c int,(N). 
3.1. THEOREM. Assunze 
(1) d is a relatively compact, open subset of R” + I. 
(2) x + S(x) is a continuous curve of isolated invariant sets associated 
to the fast systems (1.3), and S(x) x (x> c C for XE W open with 
[a, b]c WcJ; 
(3) for h=a, b, (N,(I), NAA,> IS a nested index pair .for S(l) and 
Nl(l) x {A) c C. 
Then there exists E > 0 so that for 0 < E d E, if 
(4) 0 # aE A,(Y(S(a))) and cE Z,(N,(a), N,(a)) represents a, then 
there exists a subchain i of c (depending on E) satisjjkg 
izr Z I4 = Wa)\NAaj~ (3.2 j 
and for the local one-parameter group action on D x J associated to the 
stretched system (1.2), where t, = &-l(b - a), 
IEl x {a> ” [0, t,] c 0 (3.3 
and, for some i2 0, 
C x (a} i t, EZ*((Nl(b), N2(b)-? x (b}) (3.4 
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and represents Y(p) *a, where /? is any path into 9’(ti0) associated to the 
curve x -+ S(x), a < x < 6. 
Furthermore, if (N,(b), N?(b)) is a perturbable index pair relative to an 
isolating neighborhood N(b) of S(b) and if N(b) x (b} c 0, then i can be 
taken equal to zero. 
Remark. The choice of 0 and the conclusion (3.3) can provide good 
qualitative information about the behavior of the orbit segments IFI x {a> . 
[0, t,]. Note too that (3.3) implies that the sets ISI x {a}. [0, tE] vary upper 
semicontinuously with e at E = 0. 
To simplify the statement of Corollary 3.2 to follow, we make the 
following definitions. For x in some interval, let x + S(x), x -+ A*(x), 
x + A(x) be continuous curves of isolated invariant sets for the fast system 
which satisfy (A*(x), A(x)) is an R-A pair of S(x). Then x+ (A*(x), 
A(x)) is called a continuous curve of R-A pairs for the fast systems (1.3) 
relative to x + S(x). 
Note that if D is defined by e(x) :=(x, $O,,(S(x)), $&A*(x)), 
$&A(x))) for x E WC J with W open, then D is a continuous local section 
of the space of R-A pairs, %?d($,,) as defined in Section 2.4. In analogy 
with the case of a single curve of invariant sets, if p: [IO, 11 + [a, b] c W is 
an orientation preserving homeomorphism, then /I defined by P(t) := 
a(p(t)) is a continuous path in a.&($,) and is called a path of R-A pairs 
associated to the curve of R-A pairs x -+ (A*(x), A(x)) with respect to the 
curve for the fast systems (1.3) x + S(x). It follows from the remarks made 
in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 that the map on homology [Y(p), ~1,: 
if,(f(A*(a))) + A,($(S(b))) measuring the relative change in position of 
the local unstable set of A*(x) over [a, b] depends only on the homotopy 
class of /I, hence is independent of the choice of parameterization p used to 
define /3. 
3.2. COROLLARY. Assume 
(1) L” is a relatively compact, open subset of R” + ‘; 
(2) x + (A*(x), A(x)) is a continuous curve of R-A pairs for the fast 
systems (1.3) relative to x -+ S(x), and S(x) x (x} c C for x E W open with 
[a, b] c WcJ; 
(3) for ,I = a, b, N*(A) and N(A) are disjoint isolating neighborhoods of 
A*(1) and A(A), respectively; N*(A) u N(A) is an isolating neighborhood of 
S(n) with (N*(~)u N(il))x {A} ~8; and (N:(L), N;(1)) and (Nl(l), 
N2(A)) are nested index pairs relative to N*(;l) and N(J), respectively, for 
the fast flow at A. 
Then for A = a, b, the splitting class u(J): 4(A*(A)) -+ Y(S(1)) is defined, 
and there exist t > 0 and F > 0 so that for 0 c E < E, if 
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(4) a E ,tf*v(A*w))~ c~z,(N,*(a), N:(a)) and represents a, and 
0 # [Y(p), p],a, where /I is a path into %zZ($,,) associated to the curve of 
R-A pairs x -+ (A*(x), A(x)), then there exists a subchairl 2 of c satisfying 
(3.5) 
and (3.3) and (3.4) above, and where t, =E-‘(b-a), also, E x (a> $ t, 
represents the homology class [X(p), ~]*a interpreted as a class in 
&MA(b))). 
Furthermore, if (N:(b) v N,(b), N:(b) u NJb)) is a perturbable index 
pair for S(b) relative to (N*(b) u N(b)), then i can be taken equal to zero. 
Remark. By [12, Corollary 2.221 (also see Section 2.4 above} the 
diagram 
.P(A(Oj) a x(s(Ojj -@% Y(A*(O)) 
(3.6) 
commutes, and as p(j) p(j) h ls;,B,o,) for j = 0, 1 we have 
hence by exactness [Y(p), I.l_l*a is the image under the inclusion induced 
map of a unique class a’ E H,(4(A( 1))) (the class is unique because the 
sequences on homology are short exact). In particular as the map is 
inclusion induced, t x (a} F tE will represent the homology class a’ for E 
properly chosen, as will be#made clear in the proof. 
The next two corollaries are concerned with systems of the form 
z.i = F(zr, v, E) 
fJ = &g(v), 
(3.7) 
where l? R” x R” x R+ + R” and g: R” + R” are continuously differen- 
tiable. 
In analogy with system (1.2), we call the system obtained by setting E = 0 
in (3.7) the fast system associated to (3.7). 
By appending the equation i = 0 to (3.7) we again have a system of form 
(2.1); hence analogous to what was carried out above, there is the product 
parameterization 
q,: (RmxR”)xR+ +@cI-o~I-=f-(R’“+“xR+) 
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associated to (3.7) and also cpO: R” x R” -+ Q0 is the product 
parameterization associated to the fast system with u E R” as parameter. In 
Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4 below cp is this product parameterization. 
If W is open in R” and if for x E W, .X -+ S(xj is a continuous map of 
isolated invariant sets associated to the fast systems associated to (3.7), 
then similar to what is done in the context of Theorem 3.1, define a local 
section G of the space of invariant sets Y(&) by a(,~) := (x, q50,,(S’(x))) for 
XE W, and if q: [0, 11 -+ W is a path in W then P(t) := o(q(t)) defines 
a path in Y(&,). In particular, if v: [to, ti] -+ W is an integral curve of 
u’ = g(u), and if p: [0, I] + [t,, t, ] is an orientation preserving 
homeomorphism, then the path fl defined by /I(t) = 0 0 v o p(t) is called a 
path of isolated invariant sets associated to the map x + S(x) and the 
integral curve v. An analogous definition for a path of R-A pairs can be 
made in this context; the precise formulation is left to the reader. 
3.3. COROLLARY. Assume 
(1) 0 is a relativel~~ compact, open subset of R”+“; 
(2) x -+ S(x) is a continuous map of isolated invariant sets associated 
to the fast systems associated to (3.7) and S(x) x (x} c C? for x E W open in 
R”; 
(3) 1’: ]sO, s,[ -+ W is a non-constant integral curve of v’= g(v); 
(4) so< t,<s, and for i=O, 1 for ui=~r(ti), (N,(L),), N2(vi)) is a 
nested index pair for S(tli) relative to the fast system at vi, and 
N,(uJ x (Vi} c 0. 
Then there exists E> 0 so that for 0 < E 6 E, if 
(5) 0 #a E R,(Y(S(v,))) and c E Z,(N,(v,), N,(u,j) represents a, 
then there exists a subchain E of c satisfying 
and for the local one-parameter group action on R’” +n generated by system 
(3.7), where t,=C’(t,- to), 
121 x fug) F [O, tJ c 6, 
and for some t> 0, 
(3.9) 
and represents 4(P)*a E i7,(9(S(u,))), where B: [0, l] -+ 9’(&) is any path 
of isolated invariant sets associated to the map x -+ S(x) and the integral 
curve v. 
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Furthermore if (N,(v,, N2(vI)) is a perturbable index pair relative to an 
isolating neighborhood N(v,) of S(v, ) and N(v, ) x { v1 > c 6, then t can be 
taken equal to zero. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Assume 
(1 j 0 is a relativeIy compact, open subset of R” + “J 
(2) x + (A*(x), A(x)) is a continuous map of R-A pairs-for the fast 
systems associated to (3.7) relative to x-+ S(x) and S(x) x (x> c F for 
x E W open in R”; 
(3) if: Is,, s,[ -+ W is a non-constant integral curve of v'= g(v); 
(4) s,<t,<t,<s,, andfor i = 0, 1 for vi = v( ti), N*( vi) and N(vi) are 
disjoint isolating neighborhoods qf A*(vi) and A(vjj, respectively; N*(v,) u 
N(vi) is an isolating neighborhood of S(vi) with (N*(vij u N(vj)) x {vi> c 8; 
and (N,*(vi), N;(vi)) and (N,(v[), NZ(vi)) are nested inde.u pairs relative to 
N*(vi) and N(vi), respectively, for the fast system at ui. 
Then for i= 0, 1, the splitting class p(vi): 4(A*(,c,)) -+ .Y(S(v,)) is defined, 
and there exist i2 0 and E > 0 so that if 0 < E 6 E, if 
(5) U‘E ~*wA*b,jH, CE Z,(N:(c,), Nz(v,)) represents a, and 
[3(b), ~].+a # 0, where b is a continuous path qf R-.4 pairs associated to 
the map of R-A pairs x -+ (A*(x),, A(x) j and the integral curve V: 
[t,, t, ] -+ W, then there exists a subchain E of c satisfjling 
Izr f IfI = N:(v,)\N;(voj, 
and (3.8) and (3.9) above, and where tE=EP1(iI - lo), also Ix (vO) $ t, 
represents [S(flj, ~]*a interpreted as a class in H,($(A(v,))). 
Furthermore, if (N:(v,)u N,(v,), Nz(v,)u N,(v,)) is a perturbable 
index pair .for S( v 1) relative to N*(v I) u N( vl), then t- can be taken equal to 
zero. 
Remark. Corollary 3.4 is the first step in showing existence of transition 
solutions for an autonomous system of the form 
EU’ = F(u, v, E) 
v’ = G(u, v, E), 
(3.10) 
where u E R”, v E R”, and F and G are C’. In particular if, for i= 1, 2, hi: 
WC R” + R” is C’ and F(hi(v), v, 0) = 0, then by stretching time in system 
(3.10) and substituting IzJtl) frr u in G, we get a system in the form of (3.7). 
Orbit segments in jEl x {q,> . [0, t,] (the flow is that of the system which 
has the form of (3.7)) define approximate solutions to (3.10) as follows. 
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Outside the transition and boundary layers, in an unstretched time 
parameterization, the segments are approximate solutions to the 
unstretched vectorfield because (3.8) forces the portion of ICI x {ZIP} F 
[0, tE] outside the layers to lie near the graph of hi so that IjG(hi(v), u, 0) - 
G(u, 0, .s)ll is small depending on the diameter of Lo while the portion inside 
the layers are O(c)-approximate solutions to the stretched vectorfield over 
the finite time interval (independent of E) needed to make the transition 
between neighborhoods of the two branches hi because the function 
&(G(h,(u), u, 0)- G(u, v, E)) is O(E) on the layers. Details will appear 
elsewhere. 
4. PROOF OF THE CONTINUATION THEOREM AND ITS COROLLARIES 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 requires a number of technical lemmas, whose 
statements and proofs can and will be safely deferred until after the main 
body of the proof of Theorem 3.1 with the exception of the perturbation 
theorem for index pairs, Theorem 4.,, 3 below, which is a main tool in the 
proof and is due to Conley. The reader is referred to [4] for the proof. 
Needed for the statement of Theorem 4.2 and for the proofs below are the 
following definition and proposition; again the reader is referred to [4] for 
the proof. The definitions of the forward and backward asymptotic sets of 
an isolating neighborhood N, -4 *(N), are given in Section 2.2 above. 
4.1. PROPOSITION AND DEFINITION [4, Chap. III, Sects. 4.lA-C]. Let 
@ c r0 be a local (semi-)f7ow, N c @ a compact @-neighborhood, and Z c N 
compact. 
Define 
(1) P(Z, N) to be the smallest compact subset of N which is positively 
inoariant relative to N and which contains Z; 
(2) P’(Z,N):= lJ(y.[O,t]:yEZandt>Oandy.[O,t]cN}. 
Then 
(3) Zc P’(Z, N) c P(Z, N); 
(4) if (i) A+(N)nZ=@ or (ii) A-(N)cP’(Z, N), then 
(iii) P(Z, N) = P’(Z, N); 
(5) if V is open in f, and A I c V, then there exists a compact N- 
neighborhood Z’ of A-(N) so that if A-(N) c ZC Z’, then P(Z, N) c V. 
Remark. In [4] condition (4)(ii) is strengthened to A-(N)cint,(Z), 
but the proof given there clearly handles the weaker hypothesis. 
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4.2. PERTURBATION THEOREM FOR INDEX PAIRS [4, Chap.IV, 
Sect. 1.2A]. Suppose q: Xx A + CD c r, is a product parameterization and 
0: W + Y”(q) is a section where W is open in A. Suppose N is a compact: 
subset of X, d E W, and q,(N) is an isolating neighborhood of o(n). Suppose 
N,, Nz, lis-, m, are compact subsets of N satisfying 
(i) Nicint,(Ni), i= 1, 2; 
(ii) cl(R,\N,) c nit,(N); 
(iii) (cpn(NI), cp,(N,)) and ((pl(rnl), cpi(mz)) are index pairs for 
a(l) reZative to q,(N). 
Then there exists a neighborhood V of 1, V c Wn A(N), so rhat if 1~ E V 
and P,(v) = cp,:‘(P(cp,,(N,)), q,(N))), i= 1: 2, then 
(iv) NicPi(v)cint,(Ni), i= 1, 2; 
(v) (rp,(Pl(v)), cp,,(P,(v))) is an index pair for a(v) relative to 
cp,JN). 
Remark 1. The conclusion of the theorem as stated here is stronger 
than Conley’s although his proof does show the stronger statement; 
namely, (iv) above is replaced in Conley’s statement by the weaker 
NjcP,(v)cfli, i=l,2. Fi na ll y, there is a minor oversight in the proof 
given in [4]. The proof is accomplished by showing that several conditions 
are open, and then taking the finite intersection to get V. The condition 
which is shown open last should actually be shown first; namely, first it 
should be shown that that both qPI(cl(N1\,NZ)) and q,(N) isolate o(L) is an 
open condition about 2 (cf. [12, Proposition 1.5-J), and subsequent open 
sets should be chosen a subset of this; otherwise A-(p,:(N)) need not be a 
subset of P’(~D,(N,), q,,(N)) whence P’(q,,(N,), q,,(N)) need not equal 
P((p,,(N,), q,(N)) upon which the proof depends. 
Remark 2. Because of the multifold use of Theorem 4.2 in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 below it will be convenient to have the following convention 
in force whenever cp: Xx A + @ c r, is a product parameterization and cr: 
W -+ 9(q), WC A, is a section. 
For any /1 E W, compact sets Ni,j, N of X with i = 1, 2, j = l,..., k will be 
said to satisfy the perturbation of index pair property for k - 1 applications 
at a(L), denoted PIP(k) at o(L), if the following hold: 
(1) Ni,jcNfori=1,2;j=1 ,..., k; 
(2) Ni,jcint,(Ni,j+,) for i= 1,2;j= l,..., k- 1; 
(3) ~l(N,,~+,\N,,~)cint,(N) forj= l,..., k- 1; 
(4) (cp,(N,,j), cp,(N,,j)) is an index pair for c(L) relative to q,(N) 
for j = l,..., k. 
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These four properties just guarantee that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 
are satisfied for successive pairs Ni = Ni,j and mi E Ni,j+ i for i = 1, 2; j = 
l,..., k - 1. 
Remark 3. There always exists index pairs satisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.2 and hence PIP(k). To see this apply [4, Chap. III, Sect. 4.1D] 
to get an index pair (Ni, N,) with cl,(N,\N,)cint,(N) and A-(N)c 
int,(m, ) = Vn N, p’ open in r,. By Proposition 4.1(5) choose Z, compact 
containing A - (N) so that defining N, = P(Z, , N), N, c int,(Fi ). Also as 
N2 and A +(N) are disjoint, choose Z2 a compact N-neighborhood of N, 
disjoint from A+(N) and set N2 = P(Z,, N). Then N2 c int,(R,). It follows 
that (the inverse images under cpi of) N,, N,, N,, flz and N satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.2. Iterated application of Lemma 4.9 below then 
shows there are k index pairs satisfying PIP(k) for each positive integer k. 
Remark 4. Because of properties (2) and (3) listed in Remark 2, it is not 
possible to replace a sequence of index pairs satisfying PIP(k) with nested 
index pairs satisfying PIP(k). This causes a notational inconvenience in the 
proof since, necessarily, we must therefore consider inclusions of pairs of 
index pairs of the general form 
Such an expression becomes excessively cumbersome when the index pairs 
have additional subscripts and are otherwise demarked as they are in the 
proof below. To avoid this we adopt the following notational convention: 
Given an index pair (N, , N2), define the index pair (N, , nNz ) by the 
equality 
(N,, nNz) := <Nl,N,nNz). 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1. As just mentioned in Remark 2 above, many 
times during the course of the proof we will choose compact subsets N,,j, N 
of D satisfying PIP(k) at a(1). Note that by assumption (2) of Theorem 3.1 
we are clearly free to assume that N also satisfies N x (J.> c 9. 
For XE W, deline a(x) := (x, $&S(x)). Then where Y(II/,) is the space 
of isolated invariant sets associated to the product parameterization tiO we 
note that (T is a continuous local section of the projection rc: Y(ll/O) + 
Jx W. By [4, Chap. IV, Sect. 2.2~1 choose a partition a = 
x0 < x1 < ... <x, = b of [a, 61 subordinate to an open cover { W,: 
s E [a, b] } of [a, b] with the equivalence map property relative to the sec- 
tion (~1 [a, b]; in particular, the map between Morse indices 
is an equivalence for x E [xi- 1, xi J for i = l,.,., n. 
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By Lemma 4.9 and Remark 3 after Theorem 4.2, for R = xi,..., x,-i 
choose NJ,%), N(A) compact subsets of D satisfying PIP(6) at o(A) (see 
Remarks 2 and 3 after Theorem 4.2) and also AT(A) x (A> c 6. By Lem- 
mas 4.9 and 4.10 choose NJa), N(a) compact subsets of D satisfying 
PIP(4) at o(a) with N,,,(a)-N,(a) and N,,,(a)= N,(a)-” for some S>O 
and N(a) x {a) c 8. 
Choose N,Jb), N(bj compact subsets of D satisfying PIP(4) at a(b) and 
also N(b) x (6) c 0. In addition, if (N,(b), N,(b)) is perturbable relative 
to N(b) with (K,, K2) the index pair prescribed by the definition of “per- 
turbable,” then by Lemma 4.9 the choice is made so that Ni,i(b) := Ki and 
N,,(b) := Ni(b) for i= 1, 2; whereas if (N,(b), NJb)) is not perturbable, 
then by Lemmas4.9 and 4.10, the choice is made so that N,,,(b) :=N,(b) 
and N,,(b) := N,(b))’ for some t> 0. 
For k = l,..., n define a path /I“ in Y($,) by p”(s) = G(( l-s) x~-, + SX~) 
for SE [0, 11. Note that p’*/?‘* ... */?” and p are homotopic paths in Y($,) 
so that 9(,6) = 4(/Y) o 4(/I”- ‘) ‘2 . . . 0 9(/3l). By definition, for i = l,..., II, 
Y(p’) defines a homotopy class of maps from NJx,- ,)/N2.Jx,+ I) to 
N, 3(.~i)/N2,3(xi) (j= 1 when i= 1, j= 3 when i = 2,..., n), and the com- 
position of these in the indicated order is exactly the homotopy class from 
N,,,(a)/Nz,r(a) to N,,,(6)/N,,(6) defined by Y(j). The proof is accom- 
plished by showing that the conclusion of the theorem holds for each of the 
above factors and inducting on the number of partition points. Specifically 
suppose for i= l,..., n we can show: 
(*) There exists ET >O so that if O<E<E*, then for any 
O#a’E A,(.Y(o(xi- 1))) if c’EZ,(N,,J.vi~,), ~uV~,~(X-~)) represents a’ 
(j= 1 if i= 1; otherwise j= 3 j then there exists a subchain E’ of c’ with 
(zr # /?‘I c N,..Jx- I)\N2,j(~~j- 1) so that where t,, = E-‘(x- X- 1) 
and 2’ x {xi- i} f: ti,E represents Y(pi)*a’ E ~i,(l(~(.~i))). 
The theorem t it en follows by taking E* s min(eF: i= l,..., H>; for suppose 
0 < E GE* and 0 #a E fi,(Y(a(a))) and c E Z,(N,(u), Nz(u)) represents a. 
Let c0 be the image of c in Z,(N,,,(u), nNz,,(U)j under the chain map 
induced by the inclusion (N,(u), N,(u)) c (N,,,(u), nN2,1(ujj. Because this 
inclusion induces a map on the quotients which defines a morphism in 
9(0(u)), c0 also represents a. Set a, E a and define ai = 4(b’)*ajp 1 for i = 
l,..., n. By induction suppose chains c~EZ,(N,,~(X~), N,Jxi)) have been 
defined for i = O,..., k < n (j= 1 if i= 0; j = 3 otherwise) representing 
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O#ai~~*(9(o(xi))) and satisfying the property that there exists a sub- 
chain tip r of ci- I for i = l,..., k so that 
(j= 1 if i = 1, j= 3 otherwise), 
lpi-II x (xi--l} ’ Co9 fi,,l co, 
?i- I x lxi- I> d li,~ E Z*((Nl,3(xi)2 nN2,3(xi)) x fxi> )v 
and 
where pD : D x J + D is projection. 
Then by (*) above choose a subchain C, of ck so that 
Ekx ixk) ; tk+I,~EZ*((N1,3(Xk+l), nN2,3(xk+l))x bk+l)) 
and represents ok+, = $(fik”) q. Then define 
ck+l =PD#(2kX bk) ; fk+l,E)EZ*(N1,3(Xk+l)r nN2,3(xk+ 1)). 
Having constructed by induction the chains c ,,..., c,, E, ,..., E,-, as 
above, then note that because the subdivision operator commutes with 
chain maps, there is a subchain CL-~ of ?,,-- so that 
c;-2x (x,-z) ; tn-l,E=e,-,x (q-1); 
whence 
and c, represents X(/P 0 /?” ~ I), a, _ z (we have assumed without loss of 
generality that n > 2). By downward induction there is a subchain cb of E, 
so that 
=c,x (x,}=c,x {b}, 
and c, represents Y(/?” 0 .. . 6 B’),ao = S(p )*a. Because 
Id4 = Icol = N,,,(a)\Nu(a) = N,(a)\N*(a) 
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it follows that cb is a subchain of c. In the case when (N,(b), N,(b)) is per- 
turbable, if we define E = cb, then 2 satisfies the conclusion of the theorem: 
(3.3) follows because (4.1) holds for i= l,..., n, and as 
p x (a> 9 t, = C, x (b} E Z,((~,;(X,), nNz,3(-d) x h>) 
the commutativity of the diagram 
guarantees that (3.4) holds and that E x {u} % t, represents $(/?),a as 
c, x {b) does and as the bottom horizontal arrow of the diagram is a 
morphism in 9( r~( b)). 
In the case when (N,(b), N,(b)) is not perturbable, a modification in 
the choice of c,, is necessary before the induction that exhibits cb is made, 
and the discussion of this modification will be deferred to the end of the 
proof. 
We have thus reduced the proof to showing that (*) holds. Because for 
k= I,..., n - 1, NjYj(x,), N(xk) satisfy PIP(6) at cr(xi) and NJA), N(A) 
satisfy PIP(4) at o(A) for 3, = a, b, to show that (*) holds it suffices to show 
the following. 
SUBLEMMA (w). Suppose for some s0 E I, [y, z] c WS,, and for A= y, 3 
N:JA), N’(A) are compact subsets qf D satisJyi?zg PIP(4) at a(A) and 
N’(A) x (A) c 0. Then there exists E> 0 so that $” 0 < E < E and if 0 # a’ E 
&VW))) and ifce Z,W;,,(I,), nN;,l(y)) re P resents a’, then there exists a 
subchain E of c satisjjing 
(1) !a f Id c ~;,lLY)\~;l(Y)~ 
(2) (Cl x {~) F [O, t,] c 8, 
(3) and represents 
boa’, 
c x {Y} ; t,Ez*((N;,,(z), 4,,(z)) x (4, 
where t, = E -‘(z-y)andwherefl(s)=o((l-s)y+sz)fors~[O,l]. 
That is, (*) follows from Sublemma (**) by defining N’(1) and N;j(A) 
for i= 1 , 2, for j= 1, 2, 3, 4 as follows: when I: = a, define N;.&) = N,j(a) 
and N’(y) = N(a); for k = 1, 2,..., n - 1, when xk is taken as a right 
endpoint, i.e., z = xk, then define N;j(z) = Ni,Jxk) and N’(z) = N(x,), but 
when xk is taken as a left endpoint, i.e., y = xk, then define N;j( JJ) = 
Ni,j+l(~~k) and N’(JJ) = N(xk); and finally, when z = b, define N&(z) = 
iV,.j(z) and N’(Z) = N(b). 
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Proof of (**). To simplify notation, we drop the prime on the Ni,i and 
a’ and write N,j and a instead. The proof is carried out by constructing the 
commutative diagrams of index spaces given in Fig. 3 below, part of which 
represent the map between Morse indices S(p) and the rest of which 
enable us to show that statements (3.3) and (3.4) hold for an appropriately 
selected subchain. The construction of these diagrams depends on auxiliary 
product parameterizations arising from a system of type 
li = F(z.4, x, E) 
i = &x(x), 
(4.2) 
where x is a smooth function with compact support with range in [0, 11 
and x-‘(l) a non-degenerate sub-interval of J. Here F is the same as in 
system (3.1). With K, denoting the support of x, note that because x is zero 
outside K,, the product parameterization arising from (4.2) restricts to one 
on (DxK,)xR+: 
Note too that for an initial value (u, x) E D x x-‘( 1) those segments of the 
integral curves through (u, X) for the systems (0.4) and (4.2) which project 
into x-‘(l) coincide as curves (i.e., w.r.t. time parameterization) for any 
parameter value F E R +, and when this is the case we shall write (~1, uj F t to 
mean either Z$,l(x$,(~, x). t) or +;m’(@E(z~, x). t) assuming (for, say, t 2 0) 
that $,(u, x). [0, t] c ul, and p,($;‘(@,(u, x). [0, t]))cx--l(l). In par- 
ticular, the two local flows YO,KZ and XYO are homeomorphic via the 
(locally) equivariant map 
and consequently, isolating neighborhoods and index pairs for one local 
flow have homeomorphic images which remain isolating neighborhoods 
and index pairs. In particular, there is a l-l correspondence between 
isolated invariant sets of the two local flows “YO and YO,+ and Morse 
indices of corresponding isolated invariant sets are equivalent in 
%Y?YY(%7rF-*). 
Thus if MC D x K, is such that $,(M) is an isolating Y,,K,: 
neighborhood for o(K,), then by definition of the topology on y(“$), there 
is an E* >O and a section %: [0, E*[ -+ y(x$) so that for 0 <E <a*, 
X$,(M) is an isolating XYe-neighborhood of Xcr(~), and in particular %(O) 
corresponds to 6( K,). 
The idea of the proof is to use the perturbation theorem for index pairs 
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to start with an index pair for cr(K,) and end up with an index pair (Q(E), 
Q2(s)) for %(E) for small enough E z 0. Then an end map of a deformation 
f;": Q~(E)IQz(E)+ QI(E)IQAE) 
acts on a point (u, X)E Ql(a)\Q2(s))’ as would the flow of system (3.1) if 
the orbit segment (u, X) ” [0, t] projects into x-‘( 1). Hence the chain map 
induced by f ;” acts on singular chains with support in Q~(E)\Q~(E))~ as 
does the chain map induced by moving along flow lines for time t .  Given a 
chain c in Q~(E)/Q~(E), (the proof of) the excision theorem is used to zelect 
a subchain E of c with support in Q1(.s)\Q2(s)-’ so that Px (~1 . i is 
homologous to (f :“) # c. Regarding E as a parameter for a homotopf and 
letting it go to zero then shows that (<lie) I c and (f :“)-# c are homologous, 
and it will then follow that ? x (y} . represents Y(P),a. Unfortunately, 
the actual proof is considerably more:omplicated because the map needed 
to represent S(B) is a composite of many factors and there are three factors 
of the type f k” between three different groupings of index pairs, but the 
above contains the essentia1 ideas of the proof. 
Until further notice whenever the variable ,Jt is used below it takes on the 
values ~7 and Z. 
Because N,j(l), N(a) satisfy PIP(4) at g(J), the perturbation theorem 
for index pairs, Theorem 4.2, guarantees an open V;. c W,, about ;1 so that 
V! n VZ = 525 and for p E I’, for j =, 1, 2, 3 
(41 <tio,p(J’l,j(Pu, ~)I, tio,p(P2,jiP, a))> is an index pair for C-J!P~ 
relative to rl/oJN( 1)); 
(5) Ni,j(ajcP,.j(p, a)Cint,,,,(N,j+,(E.)), for i= 1, 2. 
In (4) and (5), f’i,j(P, 2) E $or,‘(P(ffi,jia), W m .  
Because N(L) x (2) c 8, by shrinking Vi if necessary, we can also 
guarantee that N(1) x (p > c 0 for p E V,. 
Choose 6 >O so that [A- 36, i + 361 c VA and choose a smooth 
function x1 : R -+ [0, 1 ] so that x; ‘( 1) = [A - 6, /I + S] and so that the sup- 
port K, of X~ is [A - 26, J. + 261. Also let L = [J - 6, z + 61 and define xL 
by 
XLCu) = x&“) if x < j’- b 
=I if XEL 
= X,i*~) if z + 6 <x, 
and let KL be the support of xL; note K, = [ JJ - 26, z + 261. 
Allowing x in system (4.2) to vary among x1,, x=, and xL yields product 
parameterizations as discussed at the beginning of this proof, 
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and 
L+: (DxK,)xR+ +L!P 
where we have used the subscript on x as a superscript on $ rather than 
the subscripted x itself for the sake of simplicity. 
Now as Knc V,, by choice of I’, and (4) above it follows that 
tiO(N(l) x K,) is an isolating !YO,K1 -neighborhood of a(K,). From the initial 
discussion of the proof of (**) it follows that there is an E,, > 0 and sections 
‘0: [0, sO[ + 9’(‘$) so that for 0 6 E < sO, “$,(N(1) x KA) isolates %(E) and 
‘o(0) corresponds to o(K,). Defining for i = 1,2; j= 1,2,3; 
by Lemma 4.8, R,,JA) is compact, and from the initial discussion and (4) 
and (5) above it follows that the sets mi,j(n), N(A j x K1 satisfy PIP( 3) at 
“a(O), and also by choice of V,, N(I) x KA c 0. 
Applying the perturbation theorem 4.2 there is an sl, 0 < sr < a,,, so that 
for O<E<E~ for i,j= 1,2 
(6) N,j(l) C Pi,j(E, A) CintN(,,. Ki(mi,j+ 1(l)); 
t7) (Ve(Pl,j(E9 n))Y Ve('*JE? '1)) is an index pair for ‘CT(E) relative 
to “kW(4 x KJ 
In (6) and (7), Pi,j(~, A)= ‘tie-’ (P(Ri,Jn), N(J) xK,)). In particular, 
note that there are sequences of functorial inclusion induced maps for 
j= 1,2 
i A I 
where 1; is the composite. Because $ (j= 1, 2) is a homotopy equivalence 
(it is a morphism in 9(%(O))), and because the composite 
is a homotopy equivalence (it is a morphism in 3(%(c))) it follows from 
the equivalence lemma [lo, Sect. 2.141 that the maps aTi and b;l (j= 1,2) 
in the above sequences are homotopy equivalences. 
Choose a compact set M c (D x KL) n 0 satisfying 
and Go(M) is an isolating YO,KL- neighborhood of a(K,). From the initial 
discussion, it follows that for some Ed, 0 < s2 < cl, there is a section 
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Lcr: [0, sZ[ -+ Y(“$) so that for 0 GE < E?, L$,(M) isolates Lcr(~) and La(O) 
corresponds to a(K,). 
Then choose compact sets M,,j c M so that Mi,j, M satisfy PIP(4) at 
Lo(O). Then by the perturbation theorem, for some e3, 0 < s3 c Ed, if 
O<E<E) then for i= 1,2; j= 1,2, 3, 
(8) Mj,j c Qi,jiE) c intdMi,j+ I 1; 
(9) (L+c(Ql,j(E)), Lti.s(Q2,j(E))) .is an index pair for Lcr(~) relative to 
L*of). 
In (8) and (9) Qi,j(E)= L$,‘(P(M,j, M)). 
As before for 0 <E <s3 it follows that in the composition of functorial 
inclusion induced maps given by 
for j= 1,2,3, both arrows are homotopy equivalences. 
Now for i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, 3, 4; set 
A~,,~(A) := M;,jn (R’, x K,) 
and 
M(l) := A4n (R”‘x K,). 
Because Mi,j, M satisfy PIP(4) at Lo(O), it follows that the sets Mi,j(k), 
M(l) satisfy PIP(4) at “a(0). Once again applying the perturbation 
theorem there is an Ed, O<L,<F~, so that for O<E<L, for i= 1, 2; j= 
1, 2, 3; 
(10) M,,j(A) C Qi,.i(&, 4 CintdMj,i+ L(A)); 
(11) (“$,(Ql,j(~, A)), ‘$E(Qz,i(~, 1))) is an index pair for %(E) 
relative to “$,(M(d)). 
In (10) and (ll), Qi,Js, A)= ‘$,l(P(MJ;L), M(n))). 
Once again there is a composition of functorial inclusion induced 
homotopy equivalence for j= 1,2,3 
Now recall that our objective is to show that the action of the flow on a 
particular singular chain modulo homology is the same as the action of the 
linear map 9(b), on a. Accordingly we want to look at a representative of 
the map S(B). Now one representative is 
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where &-,,j(J.)=Mi,j(n)n (R” x (A}), and where the solid arrow is 
inclusion induced, and the dashed one is a homotopy inverse for the 
inclusion induced map k,,,(z)/ti&z) + M,,,/IW~,~ (recall the equivalence 
map property holds for KL). Unfortunately, we need a considerably more 
complex representative; namely we need a representative for ~(/~)(N,,,)(JT)/ 
N2.i(y), N1,3(~)/N&)). [Recall the definition of Section 2.3.1 The required 
representative is embedded in the juxtaposition of the diagram of Fig. 3a to 
the left of that of Fig. 3b. In Figs. 3a, b all the arrows except m,, JYI*,~, fi*, 
f:*, k,, and k, have been defined by what has been done so far in this 
proof and are functorial inclusion induced homotopy equivalences. The 
maps k, and k, are functorial inclusion induced embeddings which are 
homotopy equivalences by [4, Chap. IV, Sect. 2.2.C] since the equivalence 
map property holds in W,, relative to the section c. The maps fi* and fi 
are end maps of deformations and define morphisms in the connected sim- 
ple systems for La(O) and La(~), respectively, where t* will be specified 
below and depends upon E. The maps rnA and fin,, to be specified below 
represent the unique morphism indicated in 4(%(O)) and Y(%(E)), respec- 
tively. It will be shown later that if 0 GE < sq, then the diagrams of 
Figs.3a, b are homotopy commutative, but for the moment this will be 
assumed. Also it will be seen below that there exists t, > 0 so that for each 
(tl, x) E P1,l(~, JJ) either 
or 
and also there exists tZ>O so that for each (u, X)E Q1,3(.s, z) either 
%,ECK x1 = C(u, xl e ~,14,I(~, dP2,&, z) 
or 
The choice of ty and tz is independent of E for 0 6 E < cd. 
The proof of Sublemma (H) is then completed as follows. 
Choose E satisfying 0 < Ed min{s,, tJ& t,/ii>, where 6 was chosen earlier 
in defining the supports of xn. Fix E, 0 < E GE, and set t* = 
E-‘(Z- ~1) - (t,, + t,). Let c’~Z,(N,.r(y), nN,,,(y)) represent cc, and let c 
be the image of c’ in Z,(N,,,(y)/N2,i(y), *) under the quotient induced 
chain map so that c also represents a. 
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Referring to Figs. 3a, b, note that the map 
represents the homotopy class of maps 
and defines the map between Morse indices 
Because the diagrams of Figs. 3a, b are homotopy commutative, the com- 
position given in (4.3) is base point homotopic to the composition 
/401j”kz10b~ZOm;,,~c~Z~k,‘~h~~ff* 0 i2 0 my,c 5 i, (4.4) 
and hence the two compositions induce the same map on homology and, in 
particular, have the same effect on the homology class of c. The proof is 
carried out by showing that the chain map induced by (4.4) has the same 
action on an appropriate subchain of c as does the chain map induced by 
the local one-parameter group action of Eq. (3.1). 
To simplify the exposition, for any index pair (M,, M2) we encounter 
below, if Cc M,\M, we identify C with qM,(C), its image under the 
. quotient map qici,. M, + Ml/M,, which is an embedding of M,\M, in 
Ml/M,, and write C for both sets. The proper meaning will be clear from 
context. 
Recall that &(u, s) F t) = x + Et whenever (u, x) ” t is defined. Thus 
referring to Fig. 3a, note that 
Ii,, cI\P~,~(E, Y)C R” x (Y}. 
It follows that 
I(fi,,.,~,).cI\Q2,1(~ y)cR”x b+q); 
hence by choice of t*’ 
I(h;f;*i,m,,,,i,).cl\Mz,3 = R” x {z-&t;}. 
Set ~~=kl’hE2~~*i*~~~.~i~. As Z-dSz-&Et;, as 
M,Jz)=M,~~ R" x [z-6,z+6], 
as k, is an inclusion induced embedding, and as the image of h;f;*i2riz,,,i, 
is contained in the image of k,, it follows that we may assume 
Irco# cl \M2,3(~) = Ih;f:*i2fi,,,il). cl\M,,, c R"'x {z-&t,). 
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Continuing in similar manner with the arrows of Fig. 3b, it follows upon 
setting rci = b;” 0 ti,, 0 c;‘o rcO that 
IKl# cl\&(z) c R” x (z]; 
hence we can assume k,, 0 (k,’ K~)# c = (b”,“ti,), c (not just up to a boun- 
dary). It follows that for each point 
UE b&,‘K,), cI\,N,.h) 
there is a (necessarily unique) point U,,E jcl/Nz,,(~)) so that 
L$e(z4g, y). t,= L$E(z4, z) 
and 
Ltuh Y). w, t,l c”!PEnLLII/E(DX~~~(l)); 
hence by the initial discussion of this proof it follows that 
and according to our notation convention 
(h, Y) E t, = (4 z). 
Now the interiors of N2.3(~)/N2.2(~) and N1,3(~)\Nz,2(~) cover N,,Jz)/ 
N,,,(z) so that defining li2 = 13k,‘rc,, by the proof of the excision theorem 
(see [21, IV.4.13-4.141) we note that for some positive integer n, every 
singular simplex occurring in sd’*(rc?)# c has support either in 
N&z)/N&z) or in N1,3(~)\N2,2(~). Let C be the subchain of sd”(K,j, c 
defined by every simplex which occurs in sd"(lc,), c and has support in 
N1.3(~)\N2,2(~) occurs in C and with the same coefficient. Because the 
subdivision operator commutes with chain maps there is a subchain E 
of c so that K,,P=C, and as JFI c IcI\N~,~(z) it follows that 
pD#((tx (y}) $ t,)=E Now as 
sd”(%)# c E Z,(N,,,(z)/N&), *) 
defining e by C + e = sdn(rcz) # c, we have 
kXc+ e)l = iCN2,2(~) n N&z)1 1; 
however, by definition of 2, lael c N?,,(z)/N,,,(z). Regarding N,,,(zj\ 
N&z) as a subset of N,,,(s), we see that IL??\ c N2,3(~)\N2,2(z) and that we 
may regard E as a relative cycle, 
CE Z,(Nl,3(iL nN2,3(2)). 
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On the other hand regarding C as a singular chain with support in N1,3(~)\ 
N&z) c N&z)/N&z), r4# C is a relative cycle, 
Moreover, 
It follows that z4# sd”(rc2)# c and z4# C are homologous cycles in 
Z,(N,,,(z)/N,,,(z), *). (Recall that in this instance the base point is 
[N&z) n Ni,Jz)], and two relative cycles are homologous if they differ by 
a boundary from a chain in S,([N,,(z)nN,,,(z)]-the boundary in this 
case is taken to be zero.) Note that where 
is the quotient map, by Lemma 4.12, q induces an isomorphism 
4* : K+DW), no,,, + fL(~,,,(4IN,,,(4) 
and that under this isomorphism q*(F) = (z4# C), where the angle 
brackets about a relative cycle denote its homology class. It follows that 
E x (Y) J# f,E z*wl.,(z)~ nN,,,(z)) x (4) 
and Cx {JI> d t, represents S@),a. Note @# IEl since 9(/?)*a#O. 
Also because N(1) x KA and M were chosen subsets of 0, by the con- 
struction of the diagrams in Fig. 3, it is clear from the above argument that 
To complete the proof of Sublemma (**) it remains to show the com- 
mutativity of the diagrams in Figs. 3a, b. Now Triangle I and Square III in 
Fig. 3a are commutative because the arrows in each are functorial inclusion 
induced maps. In Square IV, each horizontal arrow, being an end map of a 
deformation, is homotopic to the identity. When each horizontal arrow is 
replaced by the identity, the resulting square obviously commutes; hence 
Square IV is homotopy commutative. 
It remains to show that Squares II and V are homotopy commutative 
and to define t, and tz as mentioned above. For i = 1,2 define 
Ai=u(Pi,J&, y)x (E}:O~&<E4} 
Bi=U(Qi,J(E, Y)x (E):odE<E4). 
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Note that Ycr( [O, EJ) is YYvc0,E41- isolated and it follows from Theorem 4.2 
and Lemma4.8 that (Y$(A,), ?j(AZ)), (“$(B,), “i&B?)) are index pairs 
for ‘~([0, EJ) relative to ‘@(N(y) x KY x [0, EJ) and ‘:$(M(J~) x [0, sJ}), 
respectively. In proving $(S) to be a connected simple system, for S an 
isolated invariant set, a specific construction was given for a map between 
the index spaces of 9(S), namely the map m of [ 10, Proposition 2.41. 
By carrying out this construction from ,4,/A2 to B,/B2 we define num- 
bers Y, S, t > 0 so that defining M(y) := M(y) x [0, EJ, a],, := Ai n m(p), 
and &!,, := A,‘n M(J’), we note the composition below, which we call 
FE,., is well-defined: 
Here p, e, p, j, and i are inclusion induced, f; and & are the end maps of 
deformations, and g is an advance-r homeomorphism. 
We note that for each E E [0, Ed] there are inclusion induced embeddings 
and the image of ti,. 0 pE is contained in the image of qE. Thus as qE is an 
embedding we define 
by tiy,E = q, ’ 0 iti, o pE. Let 
be any map representing the unique morphism in 9(“0(0)), and consider 
the diagram (note Pj,JO, y) = Wi,i(y) and QJO, JJ) s Mi,j(J’)) 
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where the vertical arrows are induced by inclusions of pairs. The com- 
position H defined by 
~~l,dYm,l(v)) x I+ KJ(Y) x co, ~41/~2,107) x PA LJ 
+ AdA, * B,IB, 2 M~JJ)/Mz,z(Y), 
where the first arrow on the left is induced by sending (u, s) to (u, se,), the 
second from the left is induced by an inclusion of pairs, and rc is induced by 
projection on the first factor, is well-defined and continuous (see [lo, 
Sects. 2.12, 2.131) and clearly defines a homotopy between ~;J’o~z~,,~~uE~.~ 
and dFJ’Dc?J’Ofi ,,,O; and as rnvob~J’ou~~ and d;J’o c;J’oFz~,,~ both represent 
the unique morphism from w,,,(y)/N,,(l) to M1,2()1)/M2,2())) in 4(%(O)), 
necessarily, 
whence 
m sb~yoaEiy-dE1’yOmy,EOaEiy. 
Y 1 
Finally, as a:’ is a homotopy equivalence, fny G b:” .- d”,,Y 0 fi,,,; i.e., 
Square II in Fig. 3a is homotopy commutative, and by definition, we see 
that fi,,,[x] equals [x. tY] or [Qz,l(.s, JI)], where t, = Y + s + t. 
In an analogous (though simpler) manner it can be shown that Square V 
of Fig. 3b is homotopy commutative and that t, can be defined. This com- 
pletes the proof of Sublemma (**). 1 
To complete the proof of the theorem it only remains to discuss the 
modifications necessary when (N,(b), NJb)) is not perturbable. 
Recall that when (N,(b), NJb)) is not perturbable, the choice of Ni,j(b) 
i= 1,2;j= 1, 2, 3,4, is made so that N,,,(b)=N,(b) and N2,1(b)=Nz(b)p< 
Referring to the proof of Sublemma (**) with y G x, ~ I and z = X, = b and 
/J= fi”, instead of requiring a representative for 4(B)(Nl,,(li)/N2,,(lt), 
N1,3(~)/N2,3(~)), instead we require a representative for Y(Q)(N,,,(y)/ 
N2 l(v), N,,,(z)/N,,(z))“) for some s > 0 to be chosen below. This represen- 
tative is embedded in the diagram obtained by juxtaposing the diagram of 
Fig. 3c (rather than that of Fig. 3b) to the right of Fig. 3a. In Fig. 3c the 
numbers r, s>O are chosen as follows. As Mi,3(z)~ N,,,(z)\m,,,(z) for 
i= 1,2, by [lo, Lemma 3.31 it is possible to choose r >O so that M,,,(z) n - 
M2,3(z) c N,,,(z)-‘. Then choose s > I so that 
- - 
Nl,l(z) n N2,,(z)-’ c int~,,,c,j(~l,l(z) n N2,1(z)-S). 
In a manner similar to that of the proof of the sublemma choose 
pn-1 a subchain of cnP1 with Q5#lC,-Il cN,,,(y)\N,,(~) so that 
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(PW~O). E,-- 1 is homologous to (pk;‘Iq,). cHpl as a relative cycle in. 
Z,(Nl,l(z), N2.,(z)-“) and pD#(L1 x (Y} l r,,.,)= (&‘l~,).i,,-,. As 
before c, is then defined by 
c,, :=hdL x bn-d % ~.,)~z*(~~,~(~!~ N,.,(w9 I 
4.4. Proof qf Corollary 3.2. For simplicity we assume that (N:(b)u 
N,(h), N,*(b)) is perturbable. Also let cr be the local section of 9W($0) 
defined by the curve of R-A pairs x + (A*(x), A(x)) as in the remarks 
immediately preceeding the statement of Corollary 3.2. Then for ,I = a, 6, 
define 
AS in [ 11, Corollary 3.31, (M,(1), Mz(nj, MI(J)) is an index triple for the 
R-A pair of o(J) and 
and 
Note that for the above triples the splitting class 
/J(J): ~4l(~YM,(~) -+ Ml(n):M,(~) 
is defined by the natural inclusion 
Ay(A)/N2*(A)C p(i) ’ Nw)lN,*(n) ” N1(2)/N,(~); (4.5) 
to see this, in [ 11, Proposition 4.21 take UE N2(L) and t z 0. By 
Theorem 3.1 choose E> 0 which works for 4(/?,),: ~&lo(a)) -+ R,(&(b)) 
and suppose c E Z,(iV:(a), N,*(a)) represents a E H,(Y(p,(a))). Because 
(4.5) holds, we can regard c~Z,(Al,(a), M,(a)). Thus given E, 0 <E <if, 
there exists c0 a subchain of c with a# lcOl c M,(a)\M,(a) and 
lcol x {a} F LO, t,l = c, 
co x (a} 5 l,EZ*((Ml(b), M,(b)) x (b}) 
(4.6) 
and represents 9(fio)# p(a),a. Because N:(b) n N,(b) = 0, co x (a} 5 t, = 
CI x {b) +C2x (b}, where C, ~z(Nf(b), N:(b)) and Cz~Z(Nl(b), N?(b)). 
XC62 l-4* 
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Because the subdivision operator commutes with chain maps there are sub- 
chains ci and c2 of c0 so that ci x (a> 9 t, = Fi, i= 1,2 and ci + c2 = cO. 
Because (4.5) holds for A= b, note 
p(b), (ql-# 2, + q2# G) = ql# Cl, 
where ql: N:(b) -+ N:(b)/Nt(b) and q2: N,(b)-+ N,(b)/Nz(b) are the 
quotient maps. However, it follows from the discussion in the remark after 
Corollary 3.2 that 
(p(b) JWO) Aa)), = V(P1) P(Q) ~(a)), = WI),, 
and thus F, x {b) represents X(/I,), a when regarded as a relative cycle in 
Z,((N:(b), N,*(b)) x {b}). On the other hand because (4.5) holds, when 
C, x {b} is regarded as a relative cycle in Z,((M,(b), M,(b))x {b}), 
C, x {b} represents p(b),4(/?,), a. It follows that E2 x (6) regarded as a 
relative cycle in Z,((M,(b), Ml(b)) x (b}) represents 
Thus define F := c2 to complete the proof since 
c2 x @I ; t,=C2x (b) 
and since (3.3) holds as a result of (4.6). 1 
Proof of Corollary 3.3. Because g(v(s)) # 0 for s0 < s < si, in an open 
neighborhood I’, of each point v(s) there is a change of coordinates K,: 
V, + W, c R” so that in the new coordinates 
g(w) = (1, 0) E R x R”- ‘, g:=DKagoK-’ 
(see [l, p. 581 or [15, p.881). 
In the new coordinates, Eq. (3.7) becomes 
u’=F(u, K,I(W), E) 
w;=& 
(4.7s) 
w;=o 
w;=o. 
Choose a partition to = r0 < ri < ... < y,= t, of [to, ti] so that for each i, 
i = l,..., n, for some s:E ]sO, si[, 
v(Cri-,, Vil)C vs:. 
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For i = l,..., n take wi--l = JC~,(V(~~- 1)) as an initial condition for w’ = (E, 0) 
so that &-l. t,, = Ic,;(v(ri)j, where w. t denotes the flow and where t,, = 
s-‘(rj- rip 1); . i.e., we regard (4.7s:) as the system 
21’ = F’(u, ttvl, E j 
where F’(u, H’~, E) := F(u, IC~;~(W~, ~1:~ l,.~., IV:- ‘), G). To each of these 
systems Theorem 3.1 applies. The proof is then carried out by induction on 
the number of partition points analogous to the way in which the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 was reduced to the proof of Sublemma (w) of Theorem 3.1. 
The details are omitted. 1 
4.6. Proof of Corollary 3.4. The proof is the same as that for 
Corollary 3.2 except Corollary 3.3 is invoked instead of Theorem 3.1. 1 
4.7. DEFINITION (Exit and Entrance Time Maps). Suppose Nc f,. 
(1) If N is compact define for each y E N, 
aIN(y) = sup&Y 2 0: y . [O, s] c N) 
and 
(2) If N has an upper semi-continuous decomposition by compact 
sets {NA: LEA}, define alN=u(olN,;I~A), i.e., ~IN(y)=clN,(y) if 
y E NA, and define G* 1 N analogously. 
Remark. In [ 10, Proposition 2.71, it is shown that 0 ( N and r~* / N are 
upper semi-continuous and also that y. CJ/ N(1)) E N if y E N and 
0 1 N(y) < cc with the analogous statement holding for G* 1 N. 
4.8. LEMMA. With the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 4.2 the maps 
from V into the collection of compact subsets of X given by 
1’ -+ P,(v) (i= 1,2) 
are upper semi-continuous. Hence if Kc V is compact, U { P,(v): v E K) c X 
andU{P,(v)x(v}:v~K}cXxKarecompact. 
Proof. Fix v E V, and suppose P,(v) c U open. It follows that 
p(40v(Ni), Vu(N) c cPv( CT) c VC” x VI = IJ n @3 
U open in r. Because P’((p,(N,), q,(N))= P(q.(Ni), q,(N)), it follows 
that P(cp,(Ni), q,(N)) is the union over UGN~ of orbit segments 
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cp(u,v). [0, c?(u,v)], where Z=(olfi)oq and fi=cp(Nxn). Note d is 
upper semi-continuous because (cp(N x A): 1 E N} is an U.S.C. decomposition 
of fi by compact sets. 
For each UE Ni by the continuity of the flow and the compactness of 
[0, 6(u, v]), there is a neighborhood Q(U) of cp(u, v) and 6(u) > 0 so that 
Q(u). [0, 5(u, v) + 6(u)] c U. 
By the continuity of cp and the upper-semicontinuity of 5, there are 
neighborhoods W(u) of u and G(u) of v so that for each (v, ,u) E W(U) x 
G(u), cp(v, P)E Q(U) and C(u, ,u)<Z(u, vj+d(u). As Ni is compact, some 
wu, L, W(u,) cover Ni. It follows that if PE n{G(uj): j= l,..., rz} n V, 
then for each v E Nj, 
thus Pi@) c 17. This shows the desired upper semi-continuity. 
The compactness of the graph of the correspondence over a compact set 
follows, for instance, by adapting the standard proof that the product of 
two compact spaces is compact. The range over a compact set is then com- 
pact by projection. 1 
4.9. LEMMA. Let @c r, be a local j7ow. Suppose N is an isolating @- 
neighborhood and suppose (N, , N2) alzd (RI, Rl ) are index pairs relative 
to N satisjjkg 
(i) N,cint,Nifor i= 1,2; 
(ii) cl,(E1\Nz) c int,N. 
Then there exist compact sets K, and K, so that (K,, K2) is an index pair 
relative to N satisfJGng 
(iii) N,cint,K,, K,cint,mifor i=1,2; 
(iv) cl,(K,\N,) c int, N, cl,(ml\K,) c int,N. 
Proof: By (i), N, ncl,(N\fl,)= 0, and as A-(N)c N,, for each 
y~cl,(N’$i), o* 1 N(y) < co. The positive invariance of N, relative to N 
guarantees that for y E cl,(N\N1), 
y.[---*lN(y),O]nN,=0. 
By [ 10, Proposition 2.81 for each y E cl,(Ar\~,,, j there is Ed > 0 and a com- 
pact N-neighborhood U, of ?/ with U, n N, = 0 and U, . [ - (o* 1 N(y) + 
sy), 0] c @\N, and as CJ* 1 N is upper semi-continuous, also assume that for 
‘1 E U,, CJ* 1 N(q) -CO* 1 N(y) + E),. Finitely many of the U,‘s cover cl(N\N,), 
and let L be their union, and note L n N, = 0. Let K1 be a compact N- 
neighborhood of N, with N, c K’, c N\L and set KI = P(i(;, N). As 
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A-(N)cN,cKi, also K, = P’(K;, N). It follows that Ki c N\L. c 
int,v(Z,). By construction N, c int,(K,). 
Because N, n A+ (N) = 0 and as N, c int,,,(N?), the relative positive 
invariance of Nz implies that for each y E N,, y. [0, CJ ] N(y)] c U n N = 
int,(R2), where U is Q-open. By [23, Proposition 2.81 there is E., > 0 and 
I’? a compact N-neighborhood of y so that 
V, . [0, o 1 N(y) + EJ c U, 
and as g j N is upper semi-continuous, shrinking VY if necessary, assume too 
that if q E V,, then c 1 N(q) < r~ 1 N(1)) + Ed. Finitely many of the V”,,‘s cover 
N,, and let K; be the union of one such finite cover. It follows that for each 
~EK;, JJ’ [O, o( N(y)] c Un N=int,(m2). Setting K,=P(K;, N), it follows 
that 
N, c int,K; c K, c intJm,). 
Thus (iii) holds. Also cl,(K,\N2) c cl,(m,\Nz) c int,(N) and 
cl&Xi\K,) t clQ(N1\N1) c int,(N) so that (iv) holds. By definition K, and 
K2 are compact and positively invariant relative to N, and as N,\,R, c 
KI\K2 it follows that cl,(K,\K,) isolates the maximal invariant set of N. As 
cIG(K1\KZ) c cl,(R,\,N2) c int,(N), if y E K, and 0 / N(y) < c;c, then 
y. [0, (r 1 N(y)] n K, # 0, whence the exit property is satisfied. 1 
4.10. LEMMA. Let oi c r,, be a local semi-flow, S a @-isolated invariant 
set, and N, 3 N2 a nested index pair for S, where N, c 8 c r,, 8 open. Then 
there exist an isolating neighborhood NC & for S and !?, c N so that 
(N,, N2) and (m,, N2) are index pairs relative to N, and 
(ij N, c intN(Rjl); 
(ii) for some t > s > 0, 
cl,(N,\N;-‘) c int,(N) and N;” c int,(Nzr). 
(Here NT” = (y E N: F orsome t’, O<t’<sandg.[O, t’]cNandy.t’EN2) 
with NT * defined analogously.) 
Proof. As A+ (N, ) and N, are disjoint compact sets in the open 
Hausdorff subspace r,, and are also subsets of 8, choose disjoint open sets 
V, 3 A+ (N, ) and V2 3 Nz, both subsets of C, and as CD is locally compact, 
assume too that V, n CD and V, n CD are relatively compact with disjoint @- 
closures. For each y E K := A+(N,) n d&N,) there is s,, < 0 so that y. sg E 
Tu\N,: and by continuity of the flow it follows that for some open U, c 8 
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containing 1’ with U, n @ relatively compact, cl,( U, n 46) . sy c T,\N, . 
Some U,, ,..., U,,m cover K and set 
R := (j clG(U,n@).s,i. 
i=l 
K’ is a compact subset of r,, disjoint from N,, a fortiori from K, whence it 
follows that there is a compact @-neighborhood L of K with L c 
uy! I U,, n V, and L disjoint from K’. Note L c 8. 
Claim N, u L is an isolating neighborhood for S and ( N1, N2 ) is an 
index pair relative to N, u L. For if S’ is the maximal invariant set in 
N, u L, then s’n L = @, for by choice of L, for each q EL, for some i, 
q. s,, E R and K’ is disjoint from N, u L. It follows that 
S’= Scint,(N,)cint,(N, uL). 
Thus Ni u L isolates S. Also, if y E N, and y. [0, t] c N, u L but t’ := 
a(N,(y)<t, then as y.t’~N?c V2, it follows that for some E, O<E<t-t’ 
and y. t’ + E E V,\N, ; whence 
y.t’+EELn V2\N,c V/,n V2=@. 
It follows that N, is positively invariant relative to N, u L, and as N, is 
positively invariant relative to N,, N, is positively invariant relative to 
N, u L. It follows that (N,, N2) is an index pair relative to any compact 
subset of N1 u L containing N,, and any such compact set is a subset of 0. 
Now A ‘(N,)\int,(L) c int,(N,) n V, ; hence choose a compact @- 
neighborhood A4 of A+(N,)\int,(L) so that Mcint,(N,)n VI. Then 
L u A4 is a compact @-neighborhood of A +(N,) 2 K. For each y E K, for 
some t,, > 0, 
y. [0, ty] c int,(L u M) and y. tr E int,(M). 
By [lo, Proposition 2.81 for some open WY about I’, IV, n @ is relatively 
compact, cl& IV, n @). [0, $1 c int,(L u M), and cl,( IV, n CD). t, c 
int,(M). Finitely many of the W, n @‘s cover K, and let Z, be the union of 
their corresponding @-closures. 
Define Z,, := Zi u N, and R1 := P(Z,, N, u L), and note by 
Proposition 4.1, m, = P’(Z,, N, u L) since A-(N, u L) = A-(N,) c Z,. 
Also A+(N,)cintG(N,uZ,)cm,, and if ~EN,\N~, then for some ~‘EZ~ 
and t’ 2 0, q = 7’. t’ and y’ . [0, t’] c N, u L, and in fact y’ . [0, t’] c L since 
N, is positively invariant relative to N, u L, and by choice of Z,, for some 
t,, y’ . [0, t,,] c int,(Mu L) and y’ . t, E int,(M) c N, ; whence it follows 
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that f’ < t, and y’ . [O, t’] c int,(L u M)\Mc into(L); i.e., Ni\Nr c 
int,(L). It follows that A + (fl,) n a&m,) c int&L)\,Nr ; hence it follows 
that for each y E A +(m,) n a&R,), for some rY > 0, y. [0, v,.] c int*(L)\Nr 
and y. Y, ~int,(N,)\N, (7. R+ is connected and must intersect both of 
A ‘(w,) n a&N,) and N,, which are disjoint closed sets in m, ); hence by 
[ 10, Proposition 2.83 there is B, open with B, n @ relatively compact in @J 
and 
cl,(B, n @). [0, ry] c int,(L)\,N, 
and 
cl,(B,n ~0). I, c int,(g,)\N,. 
Some B,, ,..., BP,, cover A + (??r) n a,( N1), and set 
2, := c cl,(B,n @p). [0, r,,,]. 
i=l 
Define N := Nl u 2, and note that N, c N c N, u L. Therefore by our 
previous observation, N isolates S and (N, , N2 ) is an index pair relative 
to N. Also N, c intN(ml), since N, c Ar\Z, c m, and N\Z, is N-open. 
Next, note that (fl, , N, ) and (N, N2 > are index pairs relative to N, the 
only things requiring comment are the relative positive invariance of N, 
and the exit property. However, if 4 E N’,\N,, then for some }I’ E Z, and 
t’ > 0, q = q’ . t’ and q’. [0, t’] c N, u L, and by choice of 2,) it follows that 
for some t, > t’, q’. [0, ty] c fl, and q’. t, E ink&M) c N, ; it follows that 
ml is positively invariant relative to N because N, is, and (w,, N2) has the 
exit property because (N,, N2) does. Similarly by the choice of Z,, if 
q E N\mj, for some i, 1 d id n, q E cl& Byi n CD). [0, ryi] c N; so for some t3 
0 G t < Y,,~, q. t E N1, and it follows that (N, Nz > has the exit property 
because (m, , N, ) does. 
Now by the choice of Z,, Af(m,)\int8(Z2)~intG(N1)n V,; thus it is 
possible to choose ii;i a compact @-neighborhood of A * (X,)\int,(Z,) so 
that AC int&mr) n V,. It follows that ii?u Z2 is a compact N- 
neighborhood of A + (WI), so too of A + (N) since N = n1 u Z, and m, is 
positively invariant relative to N. Hence by [lo, Lemma 3.31 it follows that 
for some T+ > 0, if s >, T+, then cl,(a,\Nz”) c int,(&!u Z,). However, as 
Rc int,(m,) c N, 
CAN) n (nu -G) = a,(-&) n d,(N), 
and 
~,A&) n da(N) n ml = I, n adNl); 
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whence as A ‘(N,) n J,(w,) c int,(Z,), it follows that for some to > 0, 
~,(N)n(WuZ,)cW,cN;“. By [lo, Proposition 2.91 choose s> 
max{t,, T+ > so that RI n N,‘oc intn,(Nl n N;“). Then as fll\N;” has 
equal closures relative to N,, N, and @, and as NT@ c Iv,-“, it follows that 
cl,(W,\N,-“) c int,(Mu L) n int,(N) 
= int,(MuZ,) c int,(N). 
Because (N,, N2) is an index pair relative to N, again by [ 10, 
Proposition 2.91 choose t > s so that NFS c intN(NFf). 1 
4.11. LEMMA. Suppose Y is the Hausdorff local flow in the space of 
regular curves in R” defined by a differential equation 1.4’ = f (u), u E R”‘, con- 
sistittg of maximal integral curves c, so that c,(O) = u. Suppose N, 3 N2 2 K 
are compact sets in R” so that (N,, N2 > and (N,, K) are index pairs for 
the same isolated invariant set of u’ = f(u) and suppose that Kc int,,(NZ). 
Then the quotient map q: (N,, N2) + (N,/N2, [N2]) induces isomorphisms 
on homology. 
ProoJ: Note the map q factors as 
W,,N,)~ (N,uCN,,CN~)~(N,UCN,ICN,,*)~:(N,IN,,*), 
and e induces isomorphisms on homology by the excision theorem. 
Because CN, is contractible, the sequence of a pair and the five-lemma 
show that it will suffice to prove that 
q’: N, u CN, --) N, u CNJCN, 
is a homotopy equivalence in the unpointed case. 
Choose a smooth function x on R” so that x: R’” --f [0, 11, 
N,\int,,(N,)cX-‘(1) and Kcx-‘(0). Let (u, t) -+ u. t be the local flow 
for the equation u’ = f(u) and let (u, t) --) u: t be the local flow for the 
equation U’ = x(u). f(u). The two flows are the same on orbit segments in 
N,\int,,(N,). Choose i>O so that Nz cint,,(N,‘) and define D: 
NF~X I+ ~~~ by D(x, s) =x: si. By the construction of the local flow 
(u, t) + u: t, D is well-defined and D(N,‘x { 1 }) c N2 and D(Nz x I) c N,. 
Thus D is a weak deformation retraction of N;’ into N2. Then choose a 
Urysohn function cp: N, + [0, l] so that N, c q-‘(l) and N,\Nimic 
cp -l(O). The functions D and cp satisfy the hypothesis of [ 11, Lemma 3.11 to 
show that q’ is a homotopy equivalence. 1 
4.12. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Triangulate c and apply Theorem 3.1 with 
(N,(A), N,(I)) = (B,(A), B2(A)) for l=a, b to get G>O and i>O so that 
for 0 <E GE there is a subchain F of any submanifold c representing non- 
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zero homology a in p,(Y(S)) satisfying E x {a} . [0, b - a] c L”, and where 
co is defined by c”x (b) :=I?? (u>.b, also dc’cN,(b))‘and co represents 
Y(p),a in H,(N,(b), N,(b)-‘). Now as B(b)- lies in local sections of the 
fast flow at b, for each t >O, NJ(b)-’ is a collar of B(b)- in B(bj. In par- 
ticular, it follows that i can be assumed small enough so that N,(b)-’ is 
contained in the collar CB(b). 
Perturbing B(b)- slightly if necessary, we can assume that c x (a) . b 
intersects B( 6) ~ x (6) transversally. It follows that K := B(b) x (b 3 n 
(cx (u> .b) is a submanifold of B(b) x {b) which contains the support of 
the chain co x { 6). Thus define C by the requirement that C x (b ) be the 
union of those components of K which intersect the support of co x {b}. Of 
course if the perturbation of B(b)- takes it outside CB(b) - then C will 
have to be shrunk within a small collar of its boundary to get & c CB( b)-. 
Finally ? is delined by F x {u 1. := C x {b f- (a - b ). i 
5. Two EXAMPLES OF SYSTEMS IN R3 
If we take cylindrical coordinates in R3, (r, 8, ftj, with r the radial 
variable, P the angular variable, and u the axial variable, and if we write 
z=u+ir,i= ,,6, then the fast systems associated to the two systems we 
are about to discuss are both perturbations of rotated planar systems, the 
first of i = T2, the second of i = Y3. Thus while these examples are artificial 
they at least have grace of being easy to analyze, and they do indicate some 
of the possibilities open in higher dimensions when one advances from dis- 
cussing curves of critical points. 
In the first example we follow homology in the Morse-Conley index 
along a continuous curve of isolated invariant sets of the fast systems where 
as the curve is traversed the invariant set shrinks from a hyperbolic 
periodic orbit to a degenerate critical point and then bifurcates to two non- 
degenerate critical points. Part of the point of this example is that the 
singular chain representing homology in the index can be a bit different 
than one might initially expect. The example once again illustrates how 
much the homotopy type of a pair (BLOCK, EXIT SET) can vary over a 
continuous curve of isolated invariant sets although the quotient spaces 
formed from such pairs are all naturally homotopically equivalent. 
The second example exhibits solutions which make a sharp transition 
from a curve of hyperbolic critical points of the fast systems to a curve of 
hyperbolic periodic orbits. 
5.1. EXAMPLE [cf. 4, Example 1.4.51. We consider the non-autonomous 
system in R3 given by 
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&=U*-v*-,*l*-X 
su’=-22Uu+min(O,x} w+max(O,x-u’} 
(5.1) 
8~1’ = - 220~ - min(0, x} v, 
where differentiation is with respect to XE R. Thus the fast system 
associated to (5.1) is 
G = u* - 02 - M’* -x 
ti= -2uu+min{O,x} \v+max{O,x-u2} 
ti = -220~ - min{ 0, x} u 
f = 0, 
(5.2) 
where differentiation is with respect to z E R. 
We confine our analysis to x E [ - 1, 1 ] and define a continuous curve of 
isolated invariant sets for (5.2) over x E [ - 1, 1 ] following Conley [4]: 
For - 1 <x < 0, the set of points in R3 satisfying 
u=o and o* + M? = --.x 
is the locus of a periodic orbit of the fast system at x, and for - 16 x < 0, 
we define S(x) to be this locus. At x = 0, we define S(0) to be the origin in 
R3, which is a degenerate critical point of the fast system at x= 0. For 
0 < x < 1, we define S(x) to be the set consisting of the two non-degenerate 
critical points (&, 0,O) and ( -&, 0,O). 
As pointed out by Conley, the continuity of the curve x + S(x) can be 
derived from the fact that at x = 0 the system (6.2) is the gradient system of 
f(U, v, w) = f  u3 - MU2 - UH’* - xu. 
As j- vanishes only at the origin when x = 0, it follows that S(0) is the only 
non-empty compact invariant set of system (5.2) when x = 0 and is 
therefore an isolated invariant set. When - 1 $x < 0, system (5.2) is 
gradient-like with respect to f; i.e., $> 0 and vanishes only on the periodic 
orbit S(x). It follows that for fixed x E [ - 1, O[, S(x) is the only non-empty 
compact invariant set of (5.2) and so too is isolated. It also follows 
immediately that x + S(x) is continuous at XE [ - 1, O[, and left con- 
tinuous at x =O. For x> 0, the “max” term in (5.2) prevents there being 
any connecting orbit between (&, 0,O) and ( -&, 0,O). It follows that 
x -+ S(x) is also right continuous at x = 0 and continuous at x E 10, 11. 
To get a good understanding of Theorem 3.1 in the context of system 
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(5.1) and the curve x + S(x), we describe families of isolating blocks for the 
invariant sets S(x), XE [ - 1, 11, and the stable and unstable manifolds of 
these invariant sets. These blocks and relevant portions of the invariant 
manifolds are sketched in Fig. 4. 
By computing in cylindrical coordinates, we see that for x < 0 the 
C 
FIG. 4. (a) The block r( -1, 6) and local stable and unstable manifolds for S(-1 j. 
(b) The block B(6) and local stable and unstable sets for S(O); the shaded portion of the 
sphere is the exit set B(d)-. (c) The block K( 1,6) = K_( 1,6) u K+(l, 6) and local stable and 
unstable manifolds for S( 1). 
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periodic orbit S(x) has Floquet exponents *2fi and 0, hence is a 
hyperbolic periodic orbit, and for 0 < 6 < 6, we define 
D(x,6)={(u,v,0): lu~+lc-J-;rl<6). 
Then we define T(x, 6) to be the solid torus obtained by rotating D(x, 6) 
orthogonally about the u-axis, which, by computing trajectory derivatives 
in cylindrical coordinates at the boundary, is easily seen to be an isolating 
block for S(x). In particular the exit (resp., entrance) set of T(x, 6) is the 
surface of revolution with two components obtained by revolving the two 
boundary segments of D(x, 6) of slope plus (resp., minus) one about the U- 
axis. 
The stable and unstable manifolds of S(x), x < 0, have a rotationally 
symmetric funnel shape about the u-axis with the mouth of the funnel 
opening up in the direction of the positive u-axis in the case of the stable 
manifold, but opening down along the negative u-axis in the case of the 
unstable manifold. Precisely, the union of the stable and the unstable 
manifolds of S(x) is the algebraic surface described by the equation 
(u’- x)(u2 + M~2)1!2 - f  @2 + \,,2)3;2 = $( px)3:2, 
points of which are asymptotic to the hyperboloid of one-sheet 
f ( u2 + d) - u2 = -x 
as (02 + w2)l” -+ co and asymptotic to the u-axis as (a2 + w~)‘/~ -+ 0. 
The degenerate critical point S(0) of the fast system at x= 0 has 
(un)stable set the upper (lower) nape of the cone 
together with the negative (positive) u-axis as computation in cylindrical 
coordinates easily shows. 
Direct computation also shows that if B(6) is the Euclidean ball of 
radius b in R3 centered at the origin, then B(6) is a block for S(0). In 
spherical coordinates (p, q, 0), where p2 = u2 + v2 + We, cp = arccos(u/p), 
tan 8 = W/U, the exit set B(6)- of B(6) is given by 
p=6 and (0 < q 6 7116 or 42 d cp < 5x16) 
and the entrance set B(6)+ of B(6) is given by 
p=6 and (7~16 < cp B 742 or 5x16 d q < n). 
Necessarily B(6) is an isolating block for S(x) for x close enough to zero, 
but the entrance and exit sets will vary. 
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For x > 0, for 0 < 6 < 4 &, we define disjoint isolating blocks K, (x, 6 ), 
each topologically a 3-balk for the critical points ( &,/5, 0, Oj of (5.2) as 
follows: 
if, and only if, 
or 
Then the exit set of K+(x, 6) = K, is 
K+(x, 6)- = (( L(, v, cv)~K+: ju& =6), 
topologically two disjoint discs in the boundary of K+(x, 6), and its 
entrance set is 
K+(.u,d)+=~(~,v,1~~)~K+:~s~=bor(~~~~~andIu~=6) 
or(U~~~andla-r(u-~~~)l=6)j, 
topologically an annulus in the boundary of K, (x, 6); and the exit set of 
K-(x, S j 3 Km is 
K-(x, 6)- = (( u,v,n~)~K~:l~~~l=6or(-b~~‘~+udOandlvl=~) 
also an annulus, and its entrance set is 
K-(x, 6)+ = {( u,~~,.~)~K~:lu+~~~i=6j, 
the disjoint union of two discs. 
All of this follows from straightforward computation of trajectory 
derivatives at the boundary in Cartesian coordinates. Then the disjoint 
union 
K(x, 6)= K-(x, 6)~ K+(x, a) 
is a block for S(x) whose entrance and exit sets K(x, 6)’ are the respective 
unions of the entrance and exit sets of K+(x, 6). 
We note that for x > 0, the lower sheet of the hyperboloid of two sheets 
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is the unstable manifold of the point (-6, 0, 0), and the upper sheet is 
the stable manifold of (A, 0,O). 
The unstable (resp., stable) manifold of the critical point (A, 0,O) 
(resp., (-A, 0, 0)) consists of three orbits: the critical point itself, points 
on the u-axis above (resp., below) the critical point, and an orbit in the 
plane w  = 0 which limits on the cr&al point in backward (resp., forward) 
time with tangent direction (2/J%, -l/d, 0) and runs off to infinity in 
the fourth (resp., second) quadrant of the plane w  = 0 in forward (resp., 
backward) time. 
As is easily computed from the blocks described above, for x>O, 
(&, 0,O) has homotopy index S’ and ( -4, 0,O) has homotopy index 
S2; whence S(x) has homotopy index S’ v S2. Thus, as the index is 
stationary along continuous paths of isolated invariant sets, for 
x E [ - 1, 11, S(x) has homotopy index S’ v S2. 
Homologically at x = -1, the two-dimensional class of the sphere S” can 
be represented by any closed annulus in T( - 1,6) with each of its 
bounding circles lying in a different component of the exit set T( - 1, 6)) 
and with each bounding circle a generator of the fundamental group of the 
component it lies in, each component being an annulus. The local unstable 
manifold within T( - 1,6) of S( - 1) is an example of an annulus fulfilling 
the above requirements. 
Also, the one-dimensional class of the circle S, is represented by any 
path running from one component of T( - 1,6)- to the other. Thus any 
annulus representing the homology class of the sphere can also be regarded 
as a circle of arcs each representing the one-dimensional class of the circle. 
Applying Theorem 3.1 to such a circle of arcs (i.e., a circle of one-dimen- 
sional singular chains), for 0 <E< 1, we get a circle of subarcs each of 
which is carried by the flow of (the stretched system associated to) system 
(5.1) to an arc representing the one-dimensional class of the circle in 
Y(S( 1)). Taking K( 1, 6) and its exit set as an index pair for S(l), since 
K- (1,6) module its exit set has no one-dimensional homology, we see that 
the circle of subarcs is carried into a circle of arcs lying in K+( 1,6), each 
arc running from one component of the exit set K, (1,6) ~ to the other. 
On the other hand, applying Theorem 3.1 to an annulus in T( - I, 6) 
regarded as representing the two-dimensional class of the sphere in the 
index of S( - 1 ), for 0 < E < 1, we get (after triangulation and iterated sub- 
division) a subchain of the annulus which is carried by the flow of system 
(5.1) into a chain representing the two-dimensional class of the sphere in 
the index of S( 1). Again taking K(x, 6) and its exit set as index pair and 
since K+( 1, S) modulo its exit set has no two-dimensional homology, we 
see that the subchain of the annulus evolves under the action of system 
(5.1) into a chain at x = 1 with support in K( 1, 6) representing the two- 
dimensional class of K- (1, S) modulo its exit set. 
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FIGURE 5. The annulus A and the disc D differ by the boundary of a J-cell module a 
chain, viz., the shaded annulus and disc, in the lateral surface of the cylinder. The solid cyiin- 
der corresponds to K-(1,6) and its lateral surface to the exit set K-(1,6)-. The top and bot- 
tom of the cylinder correspond to the entrance set K-(1, 6)‘. In Example 5.1, A is actually 
squashed against the local unstable manifold of the critical point (- \i’~, 0,O). 
This chain is not a disc in K (1,6) with its bounding circle a generator 
of the fundamental group of the exit set 71 I(K (1, 6) ~ ) N Z, which might be 
regarded as the obvi6us way to represent homology in the index, but is in 
fact an annulus in K-(1, 6) with both bounding circles lying in the exit set 
K-( 1,6)-, one a generator of n,(K( 1,6)-) and the other a trivial loop in 
the exit set. Figure 5 shows that such an annulus represents the same 
homology class modulo the exit set as would the disc. 
To see that the chain guaranteed by Theorem 3.1 must be an annulus 
consider h?w the initial annulus in T( - 1, 6) must evolve under the flow of 
the stretctr.d system associated to system (5.1). As t increases 
(z = (X + 1 j/e), the annulus of course evolves to another annulus, and by 
choosing an appropriate neighborhood in R’ (coordinates (u, t’, 10, xj) of 
the graph of x + S(X), XE [ - 1, 11, Theorem 3.1 guarantees that ( a 
trunctuated version of) such an evolved annulus spreads out over the 
unstable manifold of the periodic orbit S(x), x < 0, becoming funnel-like 
(of course S(x) and its unstable manifold are no longer invariant under the 
flow of (5.1)), and hyperbolicity guarantees that this happens at a rate 
exponential in z. At the bifurcation value x = 0, the mouth of the evolved 
funnel will be spread out over the unstable cone to S(0) and the spout will 
be stretched out, up and around the positive u-axis. As x passes zero, the 
“max” term in the expression for EV’ puts a bend in the spout of the funnel 
as it attempts to remain close to that branch of the unstable manifold of 
(,,/$ 0,O) below the stable manifold of (A, 0,O) (and is stretched out 
more and more along these unstable branches as x increases), but. the 
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FIG. 6. The evolution of the local unstable manifold S( -1) under the action of the 
unstretched flow. (a) The annulus H”‘,(S( -I), r(-1, 6)). (bj The evolved form of the 
annulus in (a) at x = 0. (c) A portion of the evolved form of the annulus in (a) at x = 1; mis- 
sing is the tube connecting the two pieces which is stretched out along the lower portion of the 
unstable manifold of (,,&, 0,O) until it bends back close to the unstable manifold of 
( - JG, 0,O). 
mouth of the funnel is forced to spread out over the unstable manifold of 
(-J&w so that the spout must bend back towards this critical point 
and come in close to its unstable manifold. Thus at x = 1 the evolved funnel 
must miss the entrance set of K-(1, 6) entirely so that K-( 1, 6) cuts off an 
annulus as described. See Fig. 6. 
Of course, an annulus in T( - 1,6) such as we have been discussing can 
simultaneously be regarded as the support of a 2-chain and the support of 
a circle of l-chains; hence for small enough E, there are two disjoint sub- 
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annuli of such an annulus; one is carried by the flow of system (5.1) into 
K+( 1,6) representing a circle of l-chains each of which represents the 
homology circle in the index and the other sub-annulus is carried into 
K-( 1,6) and represents the homology sphere in the index. 
Finally if x < 0, resp. x = 0, reps. .Y > 0, we remark that the pair (T(x, 6), 
T(.x, S)-), resp. (B(b), B(6)- j, resp. (K(x, 6), K(x, 6)-)) has the homotopy 
type of the pair (S’ x [0, 11, S’ x (0, 1 >), resp. (D2. S’ u ((0, 0)) ), resp. 
( [0, 1] lt D2, (0, 1 } II S’) and that these three types are distinct. 
5.2. EXAMPLE. For x E [0, l] we consider the system 
Ed = u3 - 3111~’ - 32~ - 8 
EC’=C3-3314%+~~~v2+min{0, ~4) n’+s.96max(O, u(l -u)) (5.3) 
EIV’ = lv3 - 324%~ + u%~ - min { 0, U) L’. 
Then at each x E [0, 11, the set of points (u, L’, n,) E R3 which satisfy 
u= -1, L’2 + ,$ = 3 
is the locus of a periodic orbit of the associated fast system at X; and as this 
periodic orbit has Floquet exponents + 12 and 0, it is hyperbolic. Also, the 
point (2,0, Oj is a hyperbolic critical point with two-dimensional stable 
manifold which has tangent plane II = 2 at the critical point and which is 
asymptotic to the upper nape of the cone 
as (~1’ + lo’)‘.” + l;cj, as is immediately seen by noting that in the half-plane 
NJ = 0, u >, 1, the system is a planar Hamiltonian system. Similarly the 
unstable manifold of (2,0,0) is one-dimensional, consisting of three orbits: 
the critical point itself; points on the u-axis with u > 2; and the image of 
an integral curve tangent to the u-axis at (2,0,0) in backward time and 
running off to infinity in forward time, but whose behavior varies as x 
increases as follows. 
When s = 0 this last-mentioned orbit coincides with points on the u-axis 
below the critical point; in particular the orbit passes through the periodic 
orbit as it does whenever 0 6 .Y < 3,‘?;18. However, for 3J?/8 <x < 1, this 
orbit passes outside of the periodic orbit, whence of course at x = 3.~518 
the orbit lies within the stable manifold of the periodic orbit, which is two 
dimensional. These facts are easily determined by noting that in the plane 
u’ = 0 when u > 1 or 0 < u < 1, the system restricted to either of these planar 
regions is in Hamiltonian form as is the system obtained by passing te 
cylindrical coordinates and projecting out the angular variable when u < 0; 
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hence the unstable orbit can be obtained by matching up integral curves at 
the boundaries of the three planar regions. 
Set “? = 33/8. Then over [0, 1 ] a continuous curve of R-A pairs 
x+ (S(X); A*(x), A(x)) for the fast system associated to (6.3) is given by 
defining 
A*(-x) = ((2, 0, o,>, A(x)= ((u, u, w):u= -1, z?+W2=3}, 
for each x E [0, 11, and by defining 
S(X) = A*(x)u A(x) if.?#xE [0, l] 
= W;(A*(;u)j n w;(A(zjj ifx=x. 
Here W; and W? denote, respectively, the unstable and stable manifolds of 
the isolated invariant sets. 
As will be seen presently, A*(O) has as index pair a block and its exit set 
where the block is topologicaliy a 3-ball and the exit set consists of two dis- 
joint discs in the boundary. Thus any index space in 4(;4*(0)) has the 
homotopy type of S1, and let ct~Rr(4(A*(O))) be a generator. It will also 
be seen that A( 1) has a block which is a solid torus and has exit and 
entrance sets which are complementary pairs of annuli in the boundary, as 
for the periodic orbits of the previous example. Thus any index space in 
either $(A(1 j) or 9*(4(l)) (the latter is the reversed-time index) has 
homotopy type S2 v S’. 
The continuous curve of R-A pairs given above defines an arc b: 
[0, l] + J?&‘, where Wd is the space of R-A pairs associated to the 
product parameterization of the fast system associated to (5.3 ) (X E [0, 1 ] 
is the parameter), and for i= 0, 1, the splitting class p(i) of y@(i)) is 
defined. Using the blocks defined below it will be shown that 
i(l);‘[Y(j?),p]*a generates p,(Y(A(l))), where i(l),: H,(Y(A(l)))+ 
A,($(,S(l))) is the injective map described in the remark following 
Corollary 3.2. 
Thus if a is represented by an arc in the block for A*(O) running from 
one disc in the exit set to the other, then Corollary 3.2 guarantees that, for 
0 < E 4 1, there is a subarc which under the flow of (the unstretched system 
associated to) (5.3) stays near (2,0,0) for 0 <s < X, makes transition in a 
layer at ?r, and spirals around near the circle u = -1, v’ + 1%~~ = 3 for 
.% < zc d 1 so that at x = 1 the evolved subarc runs from one annulus of the 
exit set of a block for A( 1) to the other. 
To obtain a block for A*(X), x E [0, 11, for 0 < 6 < 1, define 
B(6)= ((u, a, W, ): lu-21 ~6 and u~+w~<~~}. 
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Straightforward computation shows that B(b) is a block with exit set 
B(b)- consisting of the two disjoint discs in the boundary of B(b) formed 
by points there satisfying u = 2 i- 6 and with entrance set B(6)+ consisting 
of the annulus in the boundary of B(6) formed by points there satisfying 
v2 + IV2 = 6’. 
To define a block for the periodic orbit A(x), x E [0, 11, it is simplest to 
use cylindrical coordinates (Y, 8, u). Then for small enough positive 6 we 
define 
This is a solid torus with cross section a tilted square of edge length 26. 
Approximation of the fast system by its linearization along the periodic 
orbit shows that, for small enough positive 6, T(6) is a block with exit set 
T(6)- consisting of the two disjoint annuli in the boundary of T(6) formed 
by points there satisfying u + ,,,6 r - 2 = 526 and with entrance set T(S) + 
consisting of the two complementary disjoint annug in the boundary of 
T(6) formed by points in the boundary satisfying J3 - r -I- 2~5 = &26. 
To define a block for S(X), first take a closed disc with center on the 
unstable manifold of (2,0,0) and which lies in the interior of the lower disc 
of B(S) (i.e., u = 2 - 6) and is small enough so that it is carried by the fast 
flow at .U into T(6) through the component of T(5)+ determined by 
V~% - r + 2& = 26. Then th e annulus A, confined by the boundary circle 
of this disc and a smaller concentric one is carried by the flow in backward 
time into an annulus A, in B(6)+ and in forward time into an annuius A, 
in the aforementioned component of r(S)‘. Thus the fast flow at X sweeps 
out a cylindrical shell from ,4, to A2 which is C’ diffeomorphic via the flow 
to a right circular cylindrical shell with each line element in the shell 
parallel to the axis of rotation corresponding to a flow line. We take this 
cylindrical shell to be positioned so that the axis of rotation is vertical and 
with ‘4, corresponding to the annulus at the top of the shell, call it Ah, and 
with A, corresponding to the annulus at the bottom, call it ;I;- Note too 
that the inner surface of the shell corresponds to the cylinder swept out (in 
backward and forward time) by the inner bounding circle of A,. Thus the 
fustrum of the cone generated by a line element from the outer bounding 
circle of 4; to the inner bounding circle of A; and whose extension passes 
through the axis of rotation of the shell corresponds to a surface in phase 
space which is everywhere transverse to the fast flow at X. Set F to be 
those points in the cylindrical shell which lie on or below the fustrum sur- 
face just described and let F be the corresponding point set in phase space. 
Next shave from B(S) all orbit segments of the fast flow at ,V with one 
endpoint in the lower disc of B(6)- and exterior to the inner bounding 
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circle of A,. Call the resulting block B(6). Then let C be the three-cell 
swept out in forward time by the closed disc bounded by the inner 
bounding circle of Ai where each orbit starting in the disc is followed until 
it first reaches T(6). Define 
B1(6)=B(6)uCuF, 
and then define 
B,(6) = B,(b) u T(6). 
B,(S) so defined is a block for S(X) and the fast flow at X is everywhere 
transverse to the boundary of B,(6), hence is a block for S(X) for .x close 
enough to 5 The exit set of B,(6) consists of the upper disc (i.e., u = 2 + 6) 
of B(6)- together with T(b)-. It follows that (B,(6), T(6)uB,(6jP, 
B,(6)- ) is an index triple for S(x) for x close enough to X. Note that 
B,(6)- has three components: a disc, label it k,, and the two annuli of 
T(6)-, label one k,, the other k2. The proof that i(l);‘[X(/I),~]*a 
generates if,(Y(A( 1))) can be carried out as follows. 
First we note that we can regard the path P(t) := (t, s(t), A*(t), A(t)) as 
the Whitney sum of three paths of isolated invariant sets, namely 
Then because the flow of the fast system at X is everywhere transverse to 
the boundaries of B,(6) and T(b) for some d> 0, for XE [X-d, X + d], 
B,(6) and T(6) are blocks for the fast system at x with the exit and 
entrance sets being the same sets that they were at E For simplicity, we 
assume for the moment that X - d= 0 and X + d = 1. 
Then (&(~jx CO, 11, &(6)p x [IO, 11) is an index pair for the isolated 
invariant set 
of the fast system associated to (5.3) over [0, 11 (i.e., the phase space is 
regarded as R3 x [0, 11). 
It then follows from the definition given in Section 2.3 that the map 
between connected simple systems 9(/I,): Y(S(0)) -+ Y(S( 1)) is represented 
by the identity map on B,(6)/&,(6)). Similarly, 9(p1): 4(A*(O)) + 
3(A*(l)) and Wd: I) + 9(41)) are represented by the identity 
maps on L&(6)/( T(6) u B,(6) ~ ) and T(6)/T(6) -, respectively. Thus as 
represented as a map on homology from if*(B,(G)/(T(6)uB,(6)-)) to 
fi,(B,(6)/&(6)-), the map [Y(b), p],=,u(Oj*--p(l),. Hence we want 
to see that (u(O)*-p(l)*)a#O, and in fact i(l);‘(p(O),--(l)*)a is a 
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generator of fi,(A(l))zZ, where i(1): $(A(l))-+X(S(l)) is the map 
between Morse-Conley indices induced by the inclusion 
The map i(l), is an injection on homology as noted in the remark follow- 
ing the statement of Corollary 3.2. 
To see that the difference of the splitting maps does not annihilate a, we 
will represent various homology classes by local unstable manifolds. Now 
for x = 0, 1, the arc W;, which is the local unstable manifold of (2, 0, 0) 
within B,(6), will have one endpoint in k, and the other endpoint in k, or 
k, as x = 0 or 1; i.e., we designate k, to be the component of T(6) ~ which 
contains an endpoint of the arc lV; and let k2 be the other component of 
T(6)-, Also set 
Ml = WS)\intBoc6, (T(6)), M2 := (k,u B,(6)-)\int,,,,(T(6)). 
Note that M, is a block for (2,0,0) and hlz = M; for x E [0, 11. 
For x = 0, 1, there is a subarc c, of Wx which represents a in 
H,(JI,, M; j, namely, the subarc which runs from k, to the entrance set of 
T(h). Also, at x = 0, 1, the fast flow at x expands c, to all of W; (stopping 
points when they hit the exit set B,(6)-) after a sufficiently long time. It 
follows from the definition of the splitting class given in Section 2.5 that H”: 
represents p(s),a for x = 0, 1. We proceed to construct a singular two-cell 
which has V$ and WY as one pair of opposing edges. Regarding W; as a 
singular simplex for x= 0, 1, we will then see that the difference of these 
simplexes differs by the boundary of the two-cell from a generating simplex 
of m&41 )I). 
For x = 0, 1, parametrize W; as an arc starting in k, and ending in k, + , , 
and let w; be the arc Wf; run backwards. Then choose a path c3 in k, from 
the endpoint of WY in k, to the endpoint of IV; in k,, and choose a path c2 
in T(6) from the endpoint of W;; in k, to the endpoint of W;l in k, which 
makes the product of paths H’;*cz*~*c3 a contractible loop in B,(b). 
Such a choice of c? can be made as follows. 
Note first that in cylindrical coordinates (r, 13, u), along segments of 
integral curves of system (5.3) on which u < 0 is satisfied, also dt?/du > 0 is 
satisfied; whereas dejdu =O on segments along which ~20. In particular, 
for .X = 0, 1, along the orbit segments 1%‘: from k, to k,, I there is a 
monotonic increase in the change of angular coordinate from the poinE of 
entry into T(6) to the endpoint in k,, 1, call it (6, and let $, E ] - 7c, II] be 
the meridianal coordinate of the point of entry of W; into T(6). Set 6, := 
4, + 9, for x = 0, 1. Then either B0 z fJ1 or 19, d 8,. For definiteness assume 
8,28,; the other case is handled similarly. Choose an arc c’ in k, (an 
annulus) whose angular coordinate decreases along the entire arc through 
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an angle (!I0 - 8, from its initial point which is taken to be the endpoint of 
Wt; in k, . Then the final point of c’ has meridianal coordinate $i and 
.choose an arc c” in the slice of T(6) with meridianal coordinate $i which 
runs from the final point of c’ to the endpoint of WY in k,. Then c2 is 
defined to be the union of the arcs c’ and C” appropriately parameterized. 
Then, as desired, the product of paths W;I*cz*~*cj is a contractible 
loop in B,(6). Hence there is a continuous map 
so that 
v: [O, 11 x [O, l] + B,(6) 
VI co, 11 x (0) = WE, VICO, 11 x {I}= WY, 
vl(~)xco,~1=c,, v~(0)x[0,1]=c2. 
Regarding v as a singular 2-chain, we get that 
dv= wf;- w;‘+c2+c3. 
Transposing, we immediatly get that in H,(B,(6), B,(6)-), 
(-c*>=<w:>-<WY> 
because cg is a path in k, c B,(d)- and because Wl;, WY, and c2 are paths 
with their endpoints in B,(6) -. Hence as W; represents ,D(X),CC for x = 0, 1, 
the chain -c2 represents (p(O), --p(l),) a when -cl is regarded as a 
relative singular one-cycle in (B,(6), B,(S)-). However, by the choice of cl, 
the chain -c? regarded as a one-cycle in (T( 6), T(6) - ) generates 
H,( T(6), T(6))) h H,(T(6) u k,, T(6)) u k,) N Z; whence ,cz represents 
a generator of H,(Y(A(l))). Then because i(l),: H,(Y(A(l))) + 
if,($(S(l))) is injective and is induced by the inclusion of pairs 
(T(S) u k,, T(a)- u k,) c (44% B,(6) ~ 1, 
it is immediate that in Ri(l(S(l))), ‘g 1 noring several natural isomorphisms, 
Ozi(l),(-cz)=(~L(0)*--(l)*)a 
as desired. 
In the case where O-C.?-d<.%+d<l, for i=O,1,2, the path pi is 
homotopic to a product of paths /I:*py*/?:, where /?A has initial point S(0) 
and endpoint S(X - d), fli has initial point S(X - L!) and endpoint S(X + d), 
pi has initial point S(X + d) and endpoint S( 1 ), and where an analogous 
statement holds for /I{, i= 1,2,j= 1,2, 3, when S is replaced by A* or A as 
appropriate. Then because, as seen above, a homology class a’ which 
generates I?l(X(A*(Z - d))) can be represented by a subarc of W:pd lying 
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in MI with endpoints in MC, the argument above shows that for such a 
class a’. 
0 f Cm%*PG - 4, -/4x + 4*Jw:1*1 a’, (5.4) 
where we have used the fact that $(pi) and S(/?:) are represented by the 
identity maps on B,(G)/B,(S)P and B,(6)/( T(6) u B,(6)- ), respectively. 
Also, as S(x) = A*(x) u A(x) for x E [0, F-d] u [.? i d, 11, by the 
functorial properties of the splitting class, 
WhW,c =/4x - d),WC), and .Y(P~),p(-f+d), =Al),Wf!*. 
(5.5) 
Thus because the compositions of the homology functor and the 
functor .Y on the fundamental groupoid of the space of isolated invariant 
sets sends every path class to an isomorphism between the homology 
groups of the Morse-Conley indices at the endpoints of the path, 
if a E W,(9(A*(l))) 1: Z generates, then a’ := Y(fi:)*a generates 
j;i,(4(A*(I-d))). Hence from (5.4) we get that as a class in i7,(S(S(l))), 
Then using the commutation relations (5.5) and the contravariance of 9 
we finally get that in n,(4(S( l))), 
0 + CS(P)3 Plea. 
Also, the argument for the simple case and the functorial properties of the 
connection sequence for a curve of repeller-attractor pairs easily imply that 
this last homology class is the image under i(l), of a generator of 
ff,(~W). 
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